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Abstract
About 50 years ago, in the early 1960’s, it was discovered that some galaxies harbored an active
nuclei, systems in which the light observed was not originating from the stellar population of
the galaxy but from the inner most region. The energy source is gravitational potential energy
released from matter falling onto super massive black holes located in the galaxy centres. The
most luminous of these active galactic nuclei obtained the name of quasi-stellar radio sources
(quasars for short) due to their optical stellar-like morphology and the emitting radio lobes of
which these were first detected. After this discovery, the focus has been on further classifying
this peculiar type of object and although more than a hundred thousand sources have been
observed to this day still more and more are being classified, some more spectacular than the
other. Due to the complex nature of quasars it has so far been impossible to account for all
the various sub-types, which is required to have a full understanding of the true nature and the
cosmic evolution of quasars.
As an attempt of further illuminating parts of these issues in modern day astrophysics this
thesis aims at exploring the incompleteness of current quasar samples. Most quasars are selected
using methods that rely on photometric properties of the sources, e.g., the high UV excess of
quasars compared to that of stars. This implies biases in the selection whereby some quasars
evade selection in large photometric surveys and are hence underrepresented in the samples.
Two well-known examples are quasars reddened by dust in the host galaxies harboring the active galactic nuclei or quasars reddened by dust-rich, intervening galaxies in the line-of-sight to
the background source.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Since the discovery of quasi-stellar radio sources/objects (more commonly referred to as quasars
or QSOs) some 50 years ago, the selection of these have been of great importance. As the name
indicates, these objects appear to be of stellar origin but the nature of these is quite the contrary.
In fact, quasars are some of the most luminous extragalactic objects known to this day. Quasars
have been discovered and observed out to extreme cosmological distances merely 0.8 Gyr after
the Big Bang (at redshift, z = 7.085; Momjian et al., 2014). Great effort has already been
put into the selection of these bright and powerful objects both due to their own physically
interesting nature but also due to the applications of these as cosmic probes. When specifically
trying to target and examine the full population of quasars, great caution has to be applied
in order to not distort the general view on these luminous objects. There are basically three
approaches to limit the bias induced by different selection effects and thereby obtaining the
underlying complete sample. The first is to simply select all objects within the magnitude limit
of a given survey, which of course will be complete but impossible to follow-up spectroscopically
due the large number of contaminants. The second is to detect the missing sub-population of
quasars, which are not discovered by existing quasar surveys, to account for the total population
by adding these two. The third is to produce new selection techniques that are less biased (or
biased in another way) than the present approaches.
In this thesis I focus on the missing sub-population of quasars. The thesis is structered as
follows: After this introduction describing the history of quasar detection and selection I in
Chapter 2 focus on a my work on the selection of red quasars. In three appendices I include
three papers I have authored in the course of my master study. These papers are:
• Heintz et al., 2016, AJ, 152, 13: Serendipitous Discovery of a Projected Pair of QSOs
Separated by 4.5 arcsec on the Sky (Appendix A).
• Heintz et al., 2016, accepted for publication in A&A (Appendix B).
• Heintz et al., 2015, A&A, 578, A91: A study of purely astrometric selection of extragalactic
point sources with Gaia (Appendix C).
In the introduction I will also briefly describe the main results of these in the context of
quasar selection. As my introduction to the topic of this thesis I will in this chapter describe the
characteristics of quasars by chronologically outlining the order and technique of which most
of these have been discovered. By doing so, the nature of these objects will be understood
concurrently. Throughout this thesis I will assume a standard ΛCDM cosmology with H0 = 70
km s−1 Mpc−1 , ΩM = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7.
9
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The Discovery of Quasars

In the beginning of the 1960s, about 40 years after the discovery that the spirals and other
nebulae are located outside our local Galactic system (Hubble, 1925), a new class of extragalactic objects were identified. The first quasi-stellar radio sources, or quasars for short, were
detected by realizing that the luminous radio sources 3C-273, 3C-48, 3C-47 and 3C-147, had
spatial unresolved optical counterparts (Schmidt, 1963; Greenstein & Matthews, 1963; Schmidt
& Matthews, 1964) and thus appeared to be of stellar origin (quasi-stellar). Specifically, the
first quasar with a spectroscopic redshift measurement (3C-273) is an optical stellar-like object
of thirteenth magnitude showing a faint wisp or jet extending beyond the optical counterpart.
The spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of these first quasars were non-stellar as well. By
adopting the extragalactic origin of this object, the visible emission lines in the SED could be
explained by being coinciding with the expected Balmer lines for an object at z = 0.158 (assuming v = H · d = z · c, z = λobs /λem − 1). The other objects were found to be at moderate
redshifts as well, ranging between z = 0.16 − 0.55. The intrinsic luminosities for the optical
counterparts of the two radio sources 3C-47 and 3C-147 were furthermore found to be greater
than those of the brightest galaxies known at the time. In addition, the optical properties of
all of these four objects were in many ways similar to each other, which further indicates that
they belonged to the same, new class of extragalactic, astrophysical objects.
Following these discoveries, Sandage (1965) found that there were many other objects with
the same optical properties as the four radio sources but showed no signs of radio emission, i.e.,
were ”radio-quiet”. These quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) were examined to have a large ultraviolet
(UV) flux and most have strong, broad emission lines as well. A few years later the discovery
of this new class of objects were further validated by the study of Arp et al. (1968) and Sargent
(1970), identifying multiple objects with the same optical properties and blue (high UV flux)
colors in existing catalogs of compact galaxies. These two techniques of identifying QSOs have
now set the standard of building large samples, extending the number of known QSOs, to gain
further knowledge about the physical nature of these objects.
The Central Engine Powering the AGN
It is now widely believed that indeed these two types of objects, with and without radio emission,
have the same origin. Previously, numerous sub-populations, e.g., Seyferts 1 and 2, quasars and
QSOs were used to classify objects in terms of their observed properties, with QSOs historically
being the most luminous. However, it appear that all of these subgroups seem to have one thing
in common; they are all active galactic nuclei (AGN). The energy output from this central
region of the galaxy has shown to be enormous so the mechanism of the central engine has to
explain this large generation of energy. The idea, originally proposed by Salpeter (1964) and
Lynden-Bell (1969), which is now generally accepted, is that this central engine is a supermassive black hole (SMBH) accreting gas and that the energy source is the gravitational potential
of the central black hole (see e.g., Peterson, 1997; Mo et al., 2010, for two excellent textbooks
on active galactic nuclei and galaxy formation and evolution in general, respectively).
By monitoring stellar orbits around Sgr A* it has been firmly established that a SMBH is
located in the centre of the Milky Way (Gillessen et al., 2009). It is now widely believed that all
galaxies harbor SMBHs, which may or may not be active in accreting gas from the surrounding
material (as is the case for quasars).
In the standard unified AGN model AGN consists of multiple components. In the inner
most parts, in the core of the AGN, is the black hole and the surrounding accretion disk fuelling
the AGN. In the proximity of this, the broad line region (BLR) is located and surrounding that
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is the torus and the narrow line region (NLR). A visual example of this is given in Fig. 1.1,
where the different components are shown together with a measure of the relative sizes of each
of these. In the unified AGN model all the sub-populations of AGN belong to the same class
of objects but are observed at different viewing angles (i.e., the emission from Seyfert 1 and
2 are dominated by the broad and narrow line regions, respectively). The two jets ejected in
opposite directions from the central black hole, most likely along the rotation axis, produce
the radio lobes used to first identify quasars as mentioned above. The emission from these jets
come from relativistic electrons spiraling in a magnetic field and when these charged particles
are accelerated they radiate photons at a broad range of wavelengths including radio (this effect
is known as synchrotron radiation; Peterson, 1997; Mo et al., 2010).

Figure 1.1: The standard model for the different components of an AGN. This figure is from
Mo et al. (2010).
QSOs have very broad SEDs often ranging from radio to gamma-ray wavelengths. The
spectra can approximately be described by a power law, Fν ∝ ν −α , with 0 < α < 1. The
broad wavelength range of energy observed in the spectra of AGN suggest that a variety of
emission mechanisms are involved (Mo et al., 2010). Describing all of these is beyond the scope
of this thesis but I will conclude this section by briefly describing the shape of the SED since
this is important in order to understand the UV/optical spectra. Basically, there are several
contributors to the UV through the optical and infrared continuum. It has been shown that a
model with a combination of a cool thermal spectrum in the infrared in addition to an accretion
disk spectrum in the optical can successfully model the broad spectral range of QSOs (see e.g.,
Peterson, 1997, and references therein). Finally, it is important to note that the large UV excess
(UVX) of QSOs should be understood as relative to that of stars. Selection based on the UVX
is therefore primarily a manifestation of the power law SEDs of QSOs compared to the standard
blackbody SEDs of stars.

1.2

Description of Selection Techniques

Following up on the timeline, a few years after the discovery of the similar optical properties
and blue colors of QSOs, Sandage (1971) realized that these objects deviated from the standard,
main-sequence stellar ”track” in optical U BV color-color diagrams. That is, since stellar types
(O to M main-sequence stars) have well-defined blackbody SEDs with shapes depending on
the temperature, these will follow a track in optical/near-infrared color-color space. By design,
QSOs will then separate from this track due to their relative blue colors (i.e., U − B < 0).
Specifically, candidate QSOs can be selected from a single color criterion demonstrated by
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Schmidt & Green (1983) where the QSO candidates from their sample were selected from
digitized photographic plates according to the criterion U − B < −0.44. One of the first large
scale studies of selection based on the UVX of spatially unresolved objects was done by Green
et al. (1986). They, however, experienced severe contamination from Galactic stars and only
about 9% of the observed objects were found to be of extragalactic origin (of which 5.4% are
QSOs). In the study by Koo & Kron (1988) they further reevaluated how to construct optical
color ratios that select extragalactic objects more effectively.
By simultaneously realizing that the infrared part of the spectra of QSOs primarily traces
the hot torus surrounding the SMBH, Low & Kleinmann (1968) discuss the possibility of using
infrared only selection techniques when targeting QSOs. At the time, however, these were not
well understood and some twenty years had to pass for this technique to gain prevalence. de
Grijp et al. (1987) executed the first large-scale attempt to find AGNs in the infrared based
on the data from the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS). They showed that a blue (warm)
60 to 25 µm infrared color provides a powerful parameter for discriminating between ”normal”
galaxies and galaxies with AGNs. Ten years earlier, in the end of the 1970s, Usher & Mitchell
(1978) used variability as another survey technique due to the fact that QSOs often show
variability in the emitted flux. In the following two years, Wilson (1979) and Ward et al. (1980)
found X-ray sources with seemingly Seyfert like nuclei. This further validated the standard
model of AGNs, since X-ray emission is expected from the inner most part of the accretion disk.
Around the same time an inverse approach of selecting QSOs was investigated as well. Instead
of searching for objects of a specific type, Hewett et al. (1984) described an automated system to
measure and analyze large numbers of objective prism spectra from photographic plates using
the Automated Plate Measuring (APM) facility. The system is being applied in a number of
ways including automated QSO detection simply focusing on peculiar objects compared to the
distinguishable shape of stars. In particular, this technique is good a identifying objects with
strong emission and/or absorption lines. In Osmer & Hewett (1991) this same approach as a
survey technique is used.
The final selection technique I will describe in this section is the approach of selecting QSOs
based on their excess in the near-infrared K-band compared to that of stars (dubbed KX - by
analogy with the UVX method). This method was originally presented in Warren et al. (2000)
where it is shown that most QSOs not only show excess in the UV part of the spectrum but
also at near-infrared wavelengths. An example of this is shown in Fig. 1.2 where the same kind
of visualization can be applied for the UVX technique. Authors of some of the first papers
related to the study of QSOs based on the UVX selection often discuss the unbiased nature
of this selection. However, the UV/optical part of the spectrum is the most sensitive to dust
reddening. Dust can be located either intrinsically in the QSO itself or in intervening clouds
along the line-of-sight (which can e.g. appear as damped Lyα absorption features in the spectra
of QSOs and these clouds are thus dubbed damped Lyα absorption systems (DLAs), see e.g.,
Wolfe et al., 2005, for a review). Both types of systems have been found to redden the spectra of
QSOs, absorbing a significant fraction of the UV and optical flux from the intrinsically emitting
source. These dust-reddened QSOs will then not appear as objects with large UVX and will
thereby not be selected by this approach. Furthermore, a more technical problem arises in the
UVX selection. At redshifts around 2.2 < z < 3.5, which constitute a sort of redshift dessert
for AGN, the strong Lyα emission line will coincide with the optical B- (or g-)bands thereby
removing the observed UV excess (since the U − B colors will be ”redder” when large flux is
observed in the B- (or g-)band compared to the U -band). At redshifts z > 4 the Lyα forest
(LyαF) will appear in the U -band as well, with similar effect on the observed optical colors of
QSOs. None of these problems arise in the KX selection technique since the near-infrared part
of the spectrum will not be as heavily influenced by dust extinction and there will be no effect
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of optical/near-infrared SEDs of stars and QSOs. Each plot show a
composite QSO spectrum (solid line) and a star with similar optical V − J colors (dotted line).
The upper panel shows the spectra of an unreddened z = 3 QSO and an early K star. The lower
panel shows the same QSO with extinction and an early M star. In both cases a substantial
K-band excess is apparent. From Warren et al. (2000).
of the LyαF.

1.3

Building Large Area Surveys

The first attempts at defining selection techniques have now set the standard of building large
area surveys designed to detect much larger samples of QSOs. The main focus, common for
all of these surveys, is to efficiently reject Galactic stars since these highly outnumber the
sky density of QSOs at bright magnitudes. Otherwise, severe contamination will result when
spectroscopically observing the candidates. Some of the following techniques are therefore not
specifically designed for a completely unbiased identification of QSOs rather than effectively
rejecting the stellar contamination. During the first few years of this millennium large area
optical surveys such as the Two Degree Field (2dF; Boyle et al., 2001) and the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al., 2000) have been executed. Variations of the UVX technique was
adopted by both of these extensive surveys where the 2dF Redshift Survey (2QZ; Croom et al.,
2004) utilized a two-color ubJ r criterion whereas the SDSS programme based their selection on
optical ugriz five-band colors of QSOs (Fan, 1999; Richards et al., 2001, 2002). In particular,
the approach of the SDSS was to model a well-defined stellar track in the five-band optical
color space from which QSOs could be identified based on their differences in colors compared
to stars.

14
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Figure 1.3: Optical five-band color-color plots of 2625 SDSS QSOs (color coded points as function of redshift) and 10,000 stars (black points and contours). The stellar track is clearly illustrated together with the general UV excess of QSOs (e.g., the first ugr color-color diagram).
This figure is adapted from Richards et al. (2001).

In Fig. 1.3 three optical color-color diagrams from Richards et al. (2001) are shown, illustrating their approach. The stellar track and the general UVX of the SDSS QSOs are clearly
seen. Although somewhat separated in the ugr color-color diagram, the QSOs begin to overlap
with the stellar locus in the gri and riz colors. The colors of QSOs at redshift 2.2 < z < 3.5
coincide with the stellar track even in the ugr color-color diagram illustrating the disadvantage
of the UVX in that redshift range. It can be concluded that even though the stellar track can
be well defined in the five-band optical colors, the QSOs are not that easily distinguished from
stars. Furthermore, it is important to remember that the selection of these QSOs primarily
were based on the UVX criteria, so objects experiencing dust reddening will not appear in these
diagrams (more precisely these dust-reddened QSOs will in general overlap even more with the
stellar locus - this issue will be further discussed in Chapter 2). Thus, a clear bias against
dust-rich QSO systems is to be expected using this technique.
Around the same time, Salzer et al. (2000) applied the slitless spectroscopy technique for the
Kitt Peak National Observatory International Spectroscopic Survey (KISS). While this survey
does not have any false detections, since the emission line signatures are easily distinguishable
on the CCD frames, the completeness of this technique is not very high. First of all, it is hard to
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evaluate the actual completeness since the lines observed in the optical depend on the redshifts
of the objects and the intrinsic strength of each of these lines can vary. Furthermore, in the last
decade numerous obscured QSOs have been detected with few to no appearing emission lines,
and such objects will be missed with this approach. Subsequently, Brunzendorf & Meusinger
(2001, 2002) and Meusinger et al. (2003) used the technique of observing the variability of
QSOs over longer periods of time. Even though this process is long term compared to the other,
Veron & Hawkins (1995) have shown that on long enough timescales all AGN are variable
thereby making this selection close to being complete down to the flux limits of the survey.
Also in the first few years of this millennium, the search for radio-loud quasars was refined
as well. In particular, Sadler et al. (2002) used a combination of the optical 2dF survey and
the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) to identify the optical counterparts of radio sources. This
study was not only focused on QSOs but star-forming galaxies as well and by blindly examining
the optical counterparts of the radio sources they find a mixture of active galaxies (60%) and
star-forming galaxies (40%). Similarly, Ivezić et al. (2002) used a combination of the newly established SDSS and the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty Centimeters (FIRST; Becker
et al., 1995) survey. Here they found that the majority of the radio sources were optically
resolved galaxies, whereas nearly all optically unresolved radio sources had non-stellar colors
indicative of QSOs. While this technique is not affected by dust bias (seen e.g., in the UVX
approach) it is highly incomplete as only around ∼ 10% of QSOs are very luminous in radio
emission (White et al., 2000).
Probing QSOs using the X-ray and near-infrared emission has also been revised. In particular, Grazian et al. (2000) find QSOs identified on the basis of their spatially unresolved
X-ray emission measured in the ROSAT All-Sky Survey. Their sample was compared to the
previously most extensive color-selected Palomar-Green (PG) bright quasar survey (Schmidt &
Green, 1983) and they found that their sample was three times larger. X-ray surveys of QSOs
appear to be more complete than most other selection methods. The contamination from other
sources than AGN in these surveys is very small as well, with most contaminants being either
O to A stars and/or starburst galaxies. With the commence of the Chandra (Weisskopf et al.,
2002) and XMM-Newton (Jansen et al., 2001) X-ray satellites this method has been intensively
used (see e.g., Brandt & Hasinger, 2005, for a comprehensive review).
In the first couple of years following the study by Warren et al. (2000, see e.g., Fig. 1.2)
using the distinct near-infrared colors of QSOs, small-area studies have been executed using this
approach as well. In particular, Croom et al. (2001) followed up on the specific KX selection,
using the photometric catalogue of the ESO Imaging Survey in the Chandra Deep Field South
(EIS-CDFS) to select compact objects with J − K colors redder than the stellar sequence.
Similarly, Cutri et al. (2002) used the photometric data of the Two Micron All Sky Survey
(2MASS; Skrutskie et al., 1997, 2006) to select objects with red J − K colors. However, in
their study only objects with J − K > 2 are targeted since the primary focus was to select the
”missing” red QSOs (and 95% of the known QSOs at the time had J − K < 2).
In the first few years of this millennium, large-scale searches for QSOs almost exploded
using the selection techniques developed in the preceeding decades. Most of these are based on
optical/infrared color selection using the distinctive colors of QSOs compared to the most severe
contaminants, e.g., stars and star-forming galaxies. The photometric selection of QSOs has the
advantage that it allows to quickly build large samples with surveys covering wide regions of the
sky. The short and long wavelength range (X-ray and radio) detections of QSOs have gained
prevalence as well, with less (or at least other) biases than the existing photometric surveys.
However, for all of these techniques, candidate QSOs have to be spectroscopically verified after
identification to be properly classified regarding redshift, extinction etc.
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1.4

Modern Selection of Quasars

Following the boom of QSO selection in the early 2000s more and more QSOs are still being
detected but to surpass the previous amount of identified QSOs new and more complex selection
techniques and/or larger and deeper surveys have to be utilized. In particular, with the launch
of the two new mid-infrared satellites (WISE; Wright et al., 2010) and (Spitzer; Werner et al.,
2004), the search for QSOs using this specific wavelength range was further developed. Several
studies based on WISE (Stern et al., 2012; Mateos et al., 2012; Assef et al., 2013; Secrest et al.,
2015) and Spitzer (Lacy et al., 2004, 2007; Stern et al., 2005; Donley et al., 2012) mid-infrared
colors of QSOs have been executed, using either one- or two-color criteria. All of these midinfrared color selection techniques rely on the fact that QSOs are easily distinguishable from
stars and star-forming galaxies in mid-infrared color-color space (see e.g., Nikutta et al., 2014,
for a comprehensive empirical study of how different types of objects differentiate in WISE colorcolor space). As discussed previously the accretion disk of the AGN heats up the surrounding
torus causing the dust to obtain temperatures not seen in non-QSO SEDs. Furthermore, the
advantage of the WISE mission is that it is an all-sky survey so selection using WISE colors
can yield very large samples of QSOs, see e.g., Secrest et al. (2015), across the full sky.

The commence of the two X-ray telescopes Chandra and XMM-Newton have further improved the detection of QSOs as well. In particular the identification and study of the optical/nearinfrared counterparts have proven to be successful. The depth of these two surveys in especially
the approximately two square degree field centered at (α, δ) ≈ (10o , 02o ) known as the COSMOS field (Scoville et al., 2007) is so far unparalleled. Concurrently, deep optical/near-infrared
surveys (see e.g., Capak et al., 2007; McCracken et al., 2012, and references therein) have been
executed in the same region of the sky. The Chandra-COSMOS (C-COSMOS) (Elvis et al.,
2009; Civano et al., 2012) and the XMM-COSMOS (Hasinger et al., 2007; Cappelluti et al.,
2009; Brusa et al., 2010) surveys use a combination of these two samples to detect QSOs down
to very faint magnitudes. This technique is very robust, with the only bias being towards
heavily obscured, Compton-thick QSOs (with column density NH > 1024 cm−2 ). It is worth
noticing that this particular bias is not present in the mid-infrared selection technique, which
thereby would allow for selection of extremely obscured QSOs. By robustly identifying the
optical/near-infrared counterparts, accurate photometric redshifts can be determined for each
of the X-ray detected AGN (Salvato et al., 2009, 2011).
The KX selection technique, previously only applied in a small-area study, has also been
revived in the last few years, using the same basic principle of the K-band excess of QSOs
compared to that of stars but with a few modifications (Maddox et al., 2008, 2012). First of all,
the new KX selected samples are based on photometric data from the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky
Survey (UKIDSS; Lawrence et al., 2007), which is 12 times larger in effective volume than the
2MASS survey and has an ∼ 3 fainter magnitude limit in the K-band. Secondly, in the most
recent paper by Maddox et al. a custom designed photometric redshift (photo-z) algorithm
is applied to determine if the objects with K-band excess have colors consistent with those
expected for QSOs. This code basically contains a lot of different templates, e.g., eight QSO
templates with and without reddening, seven galaxy templates and several star templates from
the Bruzual-Persson-Gunn-Stryker atlas1 . The code then determines which of the templates
provides the best match (lowest χ2 ) for the optical and near-infrared magnitudes and if the
objects are not reliable QSO candidates they are discarded. The process of the final candidate
selection is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. It is based on first rejecting objects with no K-band excess
1 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/cdbs/bpgs.html
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Figure 1.4: The selection criteria of the most recent KX selected QSO survey. From Maddox
et al. (2012).

(leftward of the selection line), and then using their near-infrared photo-z algorithm to further
eliminate galaxy or stellar contaminants (and unfortunately also some QSOs, see Heintz et al.
2016, Appendix B)
About ten years after the release of the first SDSS QSO survey, the SDSS programme
modified their selection as well. The first two phases of SDSS (SDSS-I/II) targeted QSOs for
spectroscopy based on the point sources which are separated from the stellar locus in optical
color-color space (Richards et al., 2002), as described previously. Furthermore, extended objects
with a strong UV excess as well as point sources with radio emission from the FIRST survey were
included, and the final QSO sample at the end of phase two (and data release 7; SDSS-DR7)
contain more than 100,000 spectroscopically confirmed QSOs (Schneider et al., 2010). The new,
third phase of the SDSS (SDSS-III) relies on several other selection techniques, introducing
the Baryon Acoustic Oscillations Survey (BOSS; Ross et al., 2012; Dawson et al., 2013). In
this new approach of selecting QSOs the sample is divided into two sub categories: A core
sample selected only from single-epoch imaging using a uniform selection algorithm similar to
the previous UVX selection and a bonus sample selecting candidates using as many methods
and additional data as possible. These include e.g., likelihood approaches that determines the
likelihood that each object is a quasar given its photometry and models for the stellar and quasar
loci, and the continuous use of X-ray and radio surveys. A recent study addresses the issue of
bias against dust-rich QSOs in the SDSS selection (Ross et al., 2015) by using a combination
of the SDSS and WISE surveys to detect the red QSOs missing in the SDSS-III/BOSS sample.
The technique of selection based on the optical variability of QSOs have recently been revived as
well (Schmidt et al., 2010; Graham et al., 2014). Both studies are extremely pure and complete,
where the former compare their selection to the SDSS QSO sample, with a significant increase
in the density of QSOs at redshifts, 2.5 < z < 3.
To conclude my introduction I will briefly describe the two recent studies leading up to my
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Figure 1.5: The optical and near-infrared selection criteria of Paper I and II in two color-color
diagrams. Blue and red dots are confirmed QSOs whereas squares are contaminants. This figure
is adapted from Krogager et al. (2015).
Masters project, described fully in Chapter 2. The two studies are by my supervisor Fynbo
et al. (2013) and his former PhD student Krogager et al. (2015) (which henceforth just will be
denoted as Paper I and Paper II, respectively) dubbed the High AV Quasar (HAQ) survey. The
original focus was to select QSOs reddened by foreground intervening dusty absorbers that, due
to dust bias, were not included in the SDSS QSO samples. Similar to the KX method they
apply a selection based on the K-band excess of QSOs but with more stringent optical criteria
to tailor the search for red QSOs only. They based their selection on optical and near-infrared
photometric data from the SDSS and UKIDSS surveys, respectively. The pilot study of Paper
I revealed some contamination of mainly galaxies and dwarf stars, so the selection criteria were
refined in Paper II and the purity of the HAQ survey was found to be high ∼97% (with the
contaminants being either unclassified objects or stars selected by mistake). In Fig. 1.5 I show
the gri and grJK criteria utilized in Paper I (grey box and blue symbols) and Paper II (red
box and symbols). The degeneracy of stars and QSOs in near-infrared color space compared to
optical color space is illustrated as well.
By invoking strict optical selection criteria the HAQ sample is not in any way complete but
it has been proven to select dust-reddened QSOs efficiently. This approach is also solely based
on color-criteria, compared to the most recent KX selection where they run their KX candidates
through a photo-z code as well. This approach is rather troublesome, especially because in the
study by Maddox et al. (2012) they first argue how many of their detected QSOs are missing
and/or are rare compared to the known samples and then they run the candidates through a
somewhat standard template fitting code. In the HAQ survey candidates are only selected by
their red colors and nothing else, leading to the discovery of peculiar QSO systems, see e.g.,
Chapter 2, which would possible be discarded by the KX photo-z algorithm (for an example of
this, see Heintz et al. 2016, Appendix B).
Even though the original focus of the HAQ survey was to search for dusty DLAs in the
spectra of QSOs, very few were actually discovered. The HAQ survey consists mainly of QSOs
experiencing intrinsic dust reddening and/or strong broad absorption lines (BALs). This sub-
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population of QSOs is interesting in its own way, however, and will be addressed separately in a
future study. The fact that most of the candidate QSOs selected by the HAQ criteria have not
been observed by the SDSS-III/BOSS survey are an important result as well. Numerous studies
regarding the nature of QSOs and how QSOs (and in general all galaxies) evolve through cosmic
time will reveal a distorted census on this subject if only a sub-population of the true underlying
types of QSOs are examined. This issue has been addressed in Heintz et al. (2016, Appendix
B). Here, we (the co-authors and I) found that the HAQ selected QSOs consitute ∼ 20% of the
total population of bright (J < 20 mag), spatially unresolved QSOs. Moreover, by analysing all
the quasars in the parent sample, we found that ∼ 40% of the QSOs are reddened (defined as
having AV > 1).
When building large area surveys it is crucial that the sample selected for spectroscopic
follow-up consists of the optimal balance between efficiency and completeness. Some surveys,
e.g., the HAQ survey does not aim at building a complete sample of reddened QSOs but only
focus on objects with colors consistent with QSOs reddened by intervening dust-rich absorbers.
This survey was, however, found to be highly efficient with < 3% contamination. Others, like
the KX or SDSS surveys aim at identifying a complete sample of QSOs, allowing for a higher
fraction of contaminating sources. The ultimate goal would be to obtain both a complete and
reliable sample from which the true population of QSOs could be determined.
Instead of searching for QSOs missed by existing QSO samples, to thereby account for the
missing population, an alternative technique could be to define a sample of QSOs unbiased in
terms of colors. In that way both the QSOs with red optical colors can be selected, typical UVX
QSOs will be selected and possible new and exotic types of QSOs could be identified. As for
most other surveys this new approach would have to sufficiently remove stellar contamination.
Heintz et al. (2015) (included as Appendix C) propose building such a survey using the recently
launched Gaia satellite, which will make astrometric measurements of distances, parallaxes and
proper motions for 1.1 billion stars in the Milky Way (de Bruijne, 2012). Due to the large
cosmological distances to the majority of QSOs these will appear stationary where most stars
will show significant proper motions on the sky. In the paper we examined the feasibility of
selecting QSOs based on a non-moving criterion below the error limit of Gaia, i.e., determine
the number of stationary stellar sources compared to the density of QSOs.
In Chapter 3 I will conclude on all the different techniques of selecting QSOs described in
this thesis, with specific focus on the eHAQ selected sample and in Chapter 4 I will reveal some
of the future projects I am currently involved in which has only recently been commenced.

Chapter 2

A Tailored Search for Red QSOs
Quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) are some of the most luminous, extragalactic objects observed to
date, see e.g., Chapter 1. As a consequence, these can be detected out to large cosmological
distances thereby making them viable tools in probing the formation and evolution of galaxies
and super-massive black holes (SMBHs) through cosmic time. Although QSOs are physically
interesting on their own, the cosmological applications of these have shown to be of similar
(if not even greater) importance. In particular, the use of these as bright background sources
shining through metal-rich and dusty foreground galaxies is of crucial importance to the star
formation inventory in the Universe. Such galaxies are expected to be numerous but too faint
to be detected in emission. Absorption studies in the spectra of QSOs allow us to illuminate
the content of elements and dust in these otherwise concealed young galaxy systems.
If the intervening absorption systems contain large amounts of dust they will redden the
background QSO to the point where optical UVX selection will fail to identify this particular
system as a QSO. Following, it was recently discovered that intervening absorbers would redden
the QSOs to such a degree that the color criteria utilized in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS; York et al., 2000) first and second phases (SDSS-I/II), which is the survey where most
of the DLAs systems known to date have been found, were on the verge of missing this type
of system (Noterdaeme et al., 2009, 2010, 2012; Kaplan et al., 2010; Fynbo et al., 2011; Wang
et al., 2012; Krogager et al., 2016). A bias will then emerge toward even more dust-rich and
hence metal-rich intervening absorption systems reddening the background QSOs and thereby
effectively excluding them from similar large area optical QSO surveys. Selecting QSOs based
on their near-infrared colors, as demonstrated in Paper I and II, found that several reddened
QSOs were indeed missing in the SDSS DR7 and DR10 QSO samples (Schneider et al., 2010;
Pâris et al., 2014, respectively).
Any bias in large area QSO samples will affect the study of these where in particular the
samples of QSOs with intrinsic absorption features (e.g., broad absorption line (BAL) QSOs)
and QSOs with intervening absorption systems are vulnerable. Studies of reddened QSOs and
the selection of these have been extensively executed during the last two decades (see e.g.,
Webster et al., 1995; Warren et al., 2000; Gregg et al., 2002; Richards et al., 2003; Hopkins
et al., 2004; Glikman et al., 2007, 2012, 2013; Maddox et al., 2008, 2012; Urrutia et al., 2009;
Banerji et al., 2012, and the introduction in Chapter 1). Most of these, however, relied on
detection in either X-ray or radio. As discussed, only about ∼ 10% of QSOs are radio-loud,
and thus would be possible to detect in radio, where X-ray selection, although generally very
robust (see e.g., Brandt & Hasinger, 2005, for a detailed review), are biased against the most
obscured QSOs. Selection of QSOs using their distinct infrared colors is therefore one of the
most powerful tools to successfully probe the most reddened and obscured sources.
This initiated the tailored search for reddened QSOs as described in Paper I and II, where
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in this chapter I present the third phase, the extended High AV Quasar (eHAQ) survey of which
I was part of. In this work they (as in Fynbo, Krogager and collaborators) refined the selection
criteria of Paper I and II to allow for selection of even redder QSOs at higher redshifts. Compared
to the previous two samples they utilized color selection based on mid-infrared photometry from
the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) all-sky sample in addition to the optical/nearinfrared colors from SDSS/UKIDSS photometry. To describe the recently completed eHAQ
survey (see the last co-author statement in the Appendix for my contribution) I have structured
this chapter as follows. In Sec. 2.1 I present the new and refined selection criteria. In Sec. 2.2
I summarize the observations and argue for an additional color cut, subsequently invoked after
the first night of observing. Then, in Sec. 2.3 I show the results of the eHAQ survey and describe
the analysis. Finally, I will compare the sample to other mid-infrared selection criteria of QSOs
and in general other large area QSO samples in Sec. 2.4.

2.1
2.1.1

Photometric Data and Selection Criteria
Photometric Data

The targets selected for observation were selected from optical, near-infrared (NIR) and midinfrared (MIR) photometry and point-like morphology in the SDSS (York et al., 2000) and the
UKIDSS (Lawrence et al., 2007) imaging. The candidate red QSOs were first selected from
the overlap of the SDSS DR8 (Aihara et al., 2011) and UKIDSS DR10 Large Area Survey
(LAS) footprints and then matched with the latest all-sky WISE (AllWISE; Cutri et al., 2013)
data release and the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty Centimeters (FIRST; Becker
et al., 1995) data. The SDSS photometric data consists of magnitudes in the u, g, r, i, z optical
bands at the effective wavelengths 3543Å, 4770Å, 6231Å, 7625Å and 9134Å, respectively. The
UKIDSS photometric data at NIR wavelengths are given in the four Y, J, H, K bands with
effective wavelengths of 10,305Å, 12,483Å, 16,313Å and 22,010Å. The AllWISE survey provides
photometric data in the MIR in four bands with effective wavelengths 3.4, 4.6, 12 and 22 µm,
which later will simply be refered to as W1, W2, W3 and W4, respectively.

2.1.2

Selection Criteria

Based on the pilot study in Paper I and the HAQ survey described in Paper II they (as in Fynbo,
Krogager and collaborators) refined the selection criteria to target the population of extremely
reddened QSOs at higher redshifts and with more extinction, AV , due to dust than previous.
From Paper I to Paper II the aim was to primarly reduce the population of contaminating stars
and galaxies, whereas from Paper II to this study they primarly wanted to remove the low
redshift (z < 1.5) population of intrinsically reddened QSOs. By examining the distribution of
the HAQs from Paper II in MIR color-color space, see Fig. 2.1, they defined the eHAQ selection
criteria to discard the low-z population illustrated by the shaded region in the figure.
Moreover, by applying these MIR color criteria (compared to only the optical and NIR color
criteria of Paper I and II), the population of contaminating stars and galaxies can be further
reduced. This is due to the fact that QSOs occupy a distinct region in MIR color-color space,
see e.g., Nikutta et al. (2014) for a recent empirical study and the physical interpretation of
this in the introductory Chapter 1 of this thesis. The set of optical to MIR color criteria of the
eHAQ survey are as follows:
J < 20.0,

g − r > 0.5,

r − i > 0.4,

W 1 − W 2 > 0.6,

2.0 < W 2 − W 3 < 4.0

(W 2−W 3 < 2.85 & W 1−W 2 < 1.0) or (W 2−W 3 > 2.85 & W 1−W 2 < 1.2×(W 2−W 3)−2.42),
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Figure 2.1: A W 2 − W 3 vs W 1 − W 2 color-color diagram of the HAQ sample from Paper
II. The grey dots show the full HAQ sample whereas the colored dots represent the confirmed
QSOs color coded as a function of redshift. The grey shaded area show the location of the low-z
population of QSOs which was removed in the refined eHAQ criteria. Originally shown in figure
8.1 of the PhD thesis by Krogager (2016).

where the SDSS and UKIDSS optical to NIR colors are on the AB (Oke, 1974) magnitude
system and the WISE colors are on the Vega magnitude system. Following the same procedure
as in Paper I and II they required that the candidates are point sources in both the SDSS and
UKIDSS imaging and that the targets have not already been observed spectroscopically by the
SDSS/BOSS DR12Q or have been observed before as part of Paper I or II. This set of refined
optical to MIR selection criteria were found to improve the selection of high-z QSOs (z > 1.5)
and do not discard the reddest candidate QSOs with very red optical colors in g − r as was the
case for the HAQ survey. In Paper II the limits of 0.5 < g − r < 1.0 and 0.1 < r − i < 0.7
were primarily introduced to reduce the galaxy and stellar contamination. However, these will
be effectively removed by invoking the strict MIR color criteria and thereby allow for selection
of the optically reddest objects with the refined optical color criteria.
In Fig. 2.2 the selection criteria of the eHAQ survey is illustrated and compared with those
of Paper I and II. In the right panel I show an additional criterion of J − K > −0.1 applied
after the first night of observation due to severe stellar contamination. I will address this issue
further in Sec. 2.3 and 2.4. It is clear from Fig. 2.2 that part of the eHAQ candidates overlap
with the objects from Paper I and II in optical and NIR color-color space and that some eHAQ
candidates might already be part of the previous two samples, but these were removed prior to
the spectroscopic follow-up campaign. I compare the observed eHAQs with the stellar track of
standard stars and M-dwarfs, respectively, from Hewett et al. (2006). The K-band excess of
most QSOs compared to that of stars is clearly shown in Fig. 2.2 as well, whereas the optical
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colors of reddened QSOs coincides heavily with the stellar locus.
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Figure 2.2: Optical/NIR color-color diagrams of the observed eHAQs (black symbols). The
black dots show the confirmed QSOs, the grey dots show the unidentified objects and the black
star symbols show the contaminating stellar sources. The stellar track from Hewett et al. (2006)
is shown by the yellow and indigo star symbols, representing photometry of standard stars and
M dwarfs, respectively. The selection criteria of Paper I and II are represented by the blue and
red boxes (same as in Fig. 1.5), respectively, and the lower limits in g − r and r − i from the
eHAQ criteria is shown by the black solid lines and arrows. The black dotted line in the grJK
color-color diagram show the J − K > −0.1 cut added subsequently to remove the observed
stellar contamination. The MIR criteria of the eHAQ survey effectively removed the galaxy
contamination found in Paper I in the reddest part of the optical/NIR color-color diagrams.

2.2
2.2.1

Spectroscopic Observations and Data Reduction
Observational procedure

The observations of the candidate red QSOs were executed during a range of observing runs
with the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) on La Palma in March 2015 (the observing run I did),
August 2015, September 2015 and February 2016 (a run of which I was the principal investigator,
P.I.). The NOT is a 2.5 m telescope made for observations at optical and NIR wavelengths. In
total we retrieved a secure spectral identification of 111 (of which I observed 34) of the eHAQ
candidates, all listed in Table 2.1. The spectra were obtained using the Andalucia Faint Object
Spectrograph and Camera (ALFOSC) mounted at the NOT. This instrument has a field of view
of 6.4 × 6.4 arcmin in imaging mode and can be used for low/medium resolution spectroscopy.
Following the same setup as in Paper I and II we used grism #4 covering the wavelengths
3200-9100Å with a spectral resolution of R ∼300 and a slit width of 1.3 arcsec for most of the
targets. In our observational setup we also applied for the three new grisms, #18, #19 and
#20, covering the wavelength ranges of 3530-5200Å, 4510-6670Å and 5850-9840Å, respectively.
If some of the QSOs showed interesting or uncertain spectral features, these grisms were used
to obtain better resolution in the given wavelength ranges. Blocking filter #94 was used in
the grism #4 observations in order to eliminate second-order contamination from wavelengths
shorter than 3560 Å. All the spectra were taken aligning the slit at parallactic angle where the
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width of the slit used for each specific target were determined based on the seeing at that time.
We preselected slits with 0.75, 1.0, 1.3, 1.8 and 2.5 arcsec widths for each of the observing runs.
All information regarding the slits and grisms for the ALFOSC instrument can be found at the
NOT web page1 .

2.2.2

Data reduction

All the obtained spectra were processed using a combination of IRAF2 and MIDAS3 tasks for
low resolution spectroscopy using provided IDL scripts (from J. Fynbo). First, cosmic rays
were removed from the spectra using the software4 developed by van Dokkum (2001). Simply,
this software rejects light with extreme flux compared to the mean spectrum. The wavelength
calibration was done using a script, which takes as input the extracted data along with one of the
Helium-Neon (HeNe) lamp exposures taken just before and after each science exposure. The flux
calibration for each of the spectra was done using a spectrophotometric standard star observed
on the same night as the science spectra. We corrected the spectra for Galactic extinction using
the extinction maps of Schlegel et al. (1998). To improve the absolute flux calibration we scaled
the spectra to be consistent with the r-band photometry from SDSS.

2.3

Results

In Table 2.2 the classifications for the full sample of eHAQs, the determined redshifts and
the estimates on the amount of extinction, AV , due to dust is presented. Following the same
procedure as in Paper I (in Paper II they used a fitting code), the redshifts for each of the
eHAQs were visually determined from the apparent emission lines in the spectra. In Fig. 2.3
this technique is illustrated on one of the objects, eHAQ1244+0841. Basically, I overplotted a
composite QSO template by Selsing et al. (2016) matching the emission lines in the spectra,
with and without reddening (solid red and dashed blue line, respectively). This template is
constructed by combining spectra of luminous ”blue” QSOs at 1 < z < 2.1 selected from the
SDSS. The spectra for the composite were observed with the X-Shooter instrument at the Very
Large Telescope (VLT), which simultaneously extract the UV to NIR light. Hence, the observed
effect of variability in QSOs is not an issue in this composite. For most QSOs this procedure is
very reliable except for the most obscured population with little to no apparent emission line
features. The most prominent emission lines observed in QSO spectra are Lyαλ1216, CIVλ1549,
CIII]λ1909 and MgIIλ2800 dependent on the redshift. When these are securely identified in the
spectra, the composite template can be overplotted and the exact redshift can (in most cases)
easily be determined by eye.
In Fig. 2.4 some more examples of the one-dimensional spectra are shown together with the
photometric data points of SDSS and UKIDSS. From the total of 111 eHAQ targets we (Johan
and I) were able to securely classify 101 as QSOs. The purity of this sample, i.e., the efficiency of
the selection criteria, is then ∼ 91% defined from the ratio of QSOs to the total number of objects
in the sample. The two objects, eHAQ1030+1040 and eHAQ1132+1243, are so far unidentified.
The spectrum of eHAQ1030+1040 (see e.g., Fig. 2.4) show extreme absorption features and
we were thus not able to identify any emission lines and thereby determine a redshift for this
1 http://www.not.iac.es/instruments/alfosc/
2 IRAF is the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility, a general purpose software system for the reduction and analysis of
astronomical data. IRAF is written and supported by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) in Tucson,
Arizona. NOAO is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA), Inc. under cooperative
agreement with the National Science Foundation
3 ESO-MIDAS is a copyright protected software product of the European Southern Observatory. The software is available
under the GNU General Public License.
4 Cosmic-Ray Rejection by Laplacian Edge Detection
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Figure 2.3: The illustrated technique of which the redshift and the amount of reddening, AB ,
were determined for each of the observed eHAQs in our sample. In the upper panel is the
observed wavelength and flux calibrated spectrum (black solid line). In the middle panel the
unreddened composite QSO template is shown (blue dashed line), matched to the emission lines
marked in the spectrum. In the lower panel the reddened composite QSO template is shown
(red solid line), matched to the slope of the spectrum.
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object. My best guess is that this object belongs to the type of extreme broad absorption line
(BAL) QSOs. On the contrary, the spectrum of eHAQ1132+1243 shows no signs of emission
and absorption features at all. The remaining eight contaminating sources were found to good
matches with either G or M type dwarf stars, based on the shape of the SEDs. These entered
the selection before the application of the J −K color cut, indicating that the MIR color criteria
only do not robustly separate QSOs from this class of stellar contamination. Other hypotherized
MIR color selections of QSOs using WISE, (see e.g., Stern et al., 2012; Mateos et al., 2012; Assef
et al., 2013; Secrest et al., 2015), will be strongly affected by this as well. In Sec. 2.4 I will discuss
these different MIR selection criteria in the context of the MIR colors of the HAQ and the eHAQ
surveys and explore the completeness of and the contamination observed in each of these.
The amount of reddening for each of the objects is calculated using the Small Magellanic
Cloud (SMC) extinction curve as formulated by Gordon et al. (2003), following the same procedure as in Paper I and II. The extinction is determined by again visually fitting the composite
QSO template to the photometric data points and the observed spectra, see Fig. 2.3. I disregard photometric data bluewards of the Lyα emission line and in case of strong absorption at
individual data points these were excluded as well. In Fig. 2.4 the photometric data points are
shown as the red dots at the u, g, r, i, z, Y, J, H and K effective wavelengths. The amount of
dust is computed by increasing the dust parameter, AB , of the composite template until the
slope matches that of the observed spectra. The amount of dust is first computed in the B-band
(first suggested by Pei, 1992) and then converted to the extinction in the V -band following the
reddening law for SMC-like extinction (Gordon et al., 2003):
AV =

AB
,
1 + 1/RV

RV ∼ 2.74,

(2.1)

to match the generally accepted notation. Here RV is simply the slope of the reddening curve,
where smaller values of RV corresponds to steeper extinction curves. Some authors also use
the E(B − V ) parameter as an indication of the amount of dust, see e.g., Maddox et al. (2008,
2012). To compare our findings to their studies (and in general other studies using the same
notation) the relation for conversion is given by:
RV ≡ AV /E(B − V ) =⇒ E(B − V ) =

AV
,
RV

(2.2)

following the parametrization of Gordon et al. (2003).
In Fig. 2.5 the distribution of redshifts (left panel) and AV (right panel) of all the spectroscopically verified eHAQs is shown compared to the samples presented in Paper I and II. First,
I wish to highlight the success of applying the MIR color-color cuts which effectively removes
the low-z population (z . 1.5) of QSOs. This population of intrinsically reddened QSOs contributed to a substantial part of the samples presented in Paper I and II. Although interesting
on their own, the main goal was to search for QSOs with intervening DLA systems which only
can be recovered from the spectra of QSOs at z & 2. At redshifts below, the Lyα emission and
absorption features will be at too short wavelengths to enter the observable optical wavelengths
around ∼3500Å. This limit arises from the atmospheric cut-off which can not be bypassed with
ground-based telescopes.
I found a similar peak in the redshift distribution at z ∼ 2.5 in all three samples. It is worth
noting that this was the exact wavelength range of which the SDSS were biased against, revealing
a large population of QSOs in this specific range than what has previously been reported in
optically selected QSO samples. Compared to the samples of Paper I and II the eHAQ sample
do not effectively target the population of QSOs at z & 3, although the two QSOs at the highest
redshifts (at z = 4.25) of the three surveys were recovered in this sample. This could indicate
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Figure 2.4: Examples of some of the most distant and dust-reddened eHAQs observed, one
contaminating dwarf star and one unidentified object. The solid black line in each of the panels
is the observed spectrum. The red dots represents the photometric data in the optical/NIR
u, g, r, i, z, Y, J, H and K bands and the solid red and the dashed blue lines show the composite
QSO template with and without reddening, respectively.
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Figure 2.5: Probability density distribution of redshift (left panel) and reddening, AV (right
panel), for the red QSOs in the eHAQ sample (grey filled histogram) compared to the distributions of the red QSOs from Paper I (blue dashed histogram) and II (red solid histogram).
The revised eHAQ selection criteria was successful in removing the population of intrisically
reddened z < 1.5 QSOs. The amount of reddening was found to be higher on average in the
eHAQ sample compared to the previous.

the limits induced by the conservatively defined MIR color criteria. From Fig. 2.1 it can be
realized that the W 1 − W 2 > 0.6 color cut will effectively remove most of the QSOs at the
highest redshifts. I will adress this issue further in Sec. 2.4. The conservative cut in W 1 − W 2
was originally invoked to remove any possible stellar and/or galaxy contamination.
The distribution of the reddening, AV , of the eHAQ sample in the right panel of Fig. 2.5
shows that the sample in general targets more reddened QSOs than the previous two samples.
Unfortunately, I found that this was primarly due to the large fraction of BAL QSOs contained
in the eHAQ sample, where the aim was to search for QSOs heavily reddened by dust-rich
intervening absorbers. The larger fraction of BALs and the higher mean value of AV arises
from less conservative cut in g − r compared to the HAQ survey in Paper II. By only applying
a lower limit in g − r the selection allow for observations of objects with extreme red optical
colors. This introduces a lot BALs in this sample but also allow for observations of the two
QSOs at the highest redshifts (z = 4.25) from all three of the surveys, also having very red
colors in g − r.
In Fig. 2.6 the full eHAQ sample is shown in four optical/infrared color-color diagrams color
coded as a function of redshift and AV , respectively. There is a clear tendency of high redshift
and AV toward red optical and NIR colors. In the two MIR color-color diagrams the high
redshift tendency is towards blue W 1 − W 2 and red W 2 − W 3 colors, whereas the tendency in
reddening is towards the red regions in both the W 1 − W 2 and W 2 − W 3 colors instead. This
degeneracy was expected since Fynbo et al. (2013) and Krogager et al. (2015) also found an
anti-correlation between redshift and reddening of the QSOs selected with their color criteria.
By briefly examing the one-dimensional spectra only, a possible case of a QSO reddened by
a foreground galaxy is observed in eHAQ0835+0127, see Fig. 2.7. It certainly has a z = 2.84
DLA feature, and there is indications of many strong metal lines. This system, together with
any other possible absorbers from this sample, will be discussed in more detail in a future work.
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Figure 2.6: The full sample of eHAQs color coded as a function of redshift and AV shown in
four optical/infrared color-color diagrams. The grey dots represent the contaminating sources
and the unclassified objects. The black dashed lines mark our selection criteria. The redshift
and AV tendencies toward red optical/infrared colors are clearly illustrated. In the region of
blue W 1 − W 2 and red W 2 − W 3 colors, the objects appear to have a degeneracy between high
redshifts and low amounts of reddening.

2.4

Discussion

After completion of the first observing run dedicated to obtain spectroscopic verification of the
eHAQ candidates, severe stellar contamination in the original eHAQ optical and MIR color
criteria described in Sec. 2.1.2 was observed. To effectively remove this type of contamination
before the following observing runs we (as in Fynbo, Krogager and I) redefined the selection
criteria by applying a J − K > −0.1 color cut, which was found to be successful. The original
eHAQ color criteria was defined by assuming effective rejection of stellar and galaxy contamination using the WISE MIR color criteria, in addition to requiring red optical colors. Recent
studies have examined the QSO population in MIR color-color space compared to that of stars
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Figure 2.7: Spectrum (solid black line) and photometric data (red dots) for one of the eHAQs
possibly reddened by an intervening absorption system. The background QSO is located at
zQSO = 3.30 determined from the visible emission lines. The one-dimensional spectrum have a
DLA feature around 4670Å revealing a foreground galaxy at zabs = 2.84 reddening the background QSO.
and galaxies and found that these should harbor a specific region in W 2 − W 3 vs. W 1 − W 2
color-color diagrams. For a comprehensive empirical study of this, see e.g., Nikutta et al. (2014),
where I have adopted the left panel of Figure 2 and shown it in Fig. 2.8 (originally shown in
Wright et al. (2010)). However, based on this study it appear that the region assumed to only
being occupied by QSOs in the figure contain a lot of dwarf stars as well. In particular, in
the original list of eHAQ candidates I found that ∼ 33% of the objects had J − K < −0.1,
clearly demonstrating how insufficient the use of MIR colors are to distinguish QSOs from stellar objects. This could indicate that other searches for QSOs using MIR color criteria might
be highly contaminated as well and need to be revised. By investigating the MIR colors of the
eHAQs from this study and the confirmed HAQs from Paper II, selected from optical and NIR
photometry only, I will in this section discuss the contamination in and the completeness of
MIR color selection of QSOs.

2.4.1

Contamination in mid-infrared color-selected QSO samples

To probe the extend of which MIR color selection of QSOs are contaminated by Galactic stellar
sources I show the location of the full sample of eHAQs in W 2−W 3 vs W 1−W 2 color-color space
in the left panel of Fig. 2.9. Overplotted is the eHAQ selection criteria along with two other
WISE color selection criteria from Stern et al. (2012) and Mateos et al. (2012), respectively.
The selection of QSOs (and in general AGN candidates) of Stern et al. (2012) are based on a
simple W 1 − W 2 > 0.8 (Vega) color criterion. This was developed based on model colors of
AGNs using the templates of Assef et al. (2010). By analyzing two cases, one with a pure AGN
template with increasing amounts of dust extinction (between 0.0 < E(B − V ) < 1.0) and one
with an unextincted AGN diluted by increasing amounts of host galaxy light (contributing to
0, 10, 25 and 50 per cent of the total light, respectively) they find that they are able to identify
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Figure 2.8: MIR color-color diagram showing the locations of various types of astronomical
objects. QSOs and AGNs are easily separated from stars and galaxies since they tend to be red
in both colors. The red box show the approximate region we focused on in the following two
plots showing the eHAQ sample, see Fig. 2.9. Adapted from Wright et al. (2010).

pure AGNs out to z ∼ 3 whereas for the increasingly reddened template this limit extends
out to higher redshifts. The one-color criterion fails at identifying AGNs where the light from
the host galaxy contributes significantly. By targeting objects in the COSMOS field (?) they
find that the W 1 − W 2 > 0.8 selection criteria have high completeness (78%) of identifying
AGNs and even higher reliability (95%) at selecting AGNs only. We observed about half of
the contaminating sources above the W 1 − W 2 color cut indicating that the reliability of this
specific selection technique could be overestimated.
Compared to Stern et al. (2012), the MIR color criteria of Mateos et al. (2012) are more
complex. They define their selection criteria using the 3.4, 4.6 and 12 µm bands of WISE where
they developed a MIR color wedge (black solid line in Fig. 2.9) based on the luminous AGNs
from the wide-angle Bright Ultrahard XMM-Newton survey (BUXS). They argue that their
selection suffer less contamination from star-forming galaxies than the simple W 1 − W 2 > 0.8
cut, but at the cost of reducing the completeness of the sample. Indeed, we can see from the
left panel of Fig. 2.9 that some eHAQs would have entered the sample of Stern et al. (2012) but
would not be present in the sample of Mateos et al. (2012). They argue, however, that theirs
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Figure 2.9: Left panel: The full eHAQ sample in W 2 − W 3 vs. W 1 − W 2 MIR color-color
space. The confirmed QSOs are shown as red dots, the unclassified objects as grey dots and
the observed stellar contamination as yellow star symbols. Overplotted is three different MIR
selection criteria as defined by the legend. All approaches reveal stellar contamination and the
exclusion of QSOs for each of the criteria is clearly demonstrated.
Right panel: The 408 already verified QSOs from the SDSS database having the same optical/NIR colors as the HAQ criteria shown in W 2 − W 3 vs. W 1 − W 2 MIR color-color space
(similar to Fig. 2.1). The objects are color coded as a function of redshift as defined by the upper
panel. There is a clear tendency in redshift, where the high-z QSOs move toward red W 2 − W 3
and blue W 1 − W 2 colors. All of the three MIR selection criteria reduces the completeness of
their respective samples to obtain the highest possible reliability.

is the best compromise between completeness and reliability of selecting AGNs. About half of
the observed contaminating stellar sources in the eHAQ sample would still be present using this
MIR two-color selection so the reliability could also be overestimated in this case as well.

2.4.2

Completeness of mid-infrared color-selected QSO samples

It is now clear that all of three MIR selection criteria are incomplete in comparison to the full
underlying population of QSOs. To understand the incompleteness of the eHAQ sample and
the two other MIR color selections I examined the objects from the optical/NIR selected HAQ
sample. The original HAQ criteria of Paper II was shown to robustly select reddened QSOs
based on optical/NIR photometry only, so by analysing these in MIR color-color space it is
possible to probe how many of the HAQs get rejected using the MIR selection criteria only. In
the right panel of Fig. 2.9 I show the 408 objects with existing spectra from the SDSS database
having the same optical/NIR colors as the objects selected for observations as part of the HAQ
survey. This is similar to Fig. 2.1 but here I chose to examine the objects already observed by
SDSS-III/BOSS DR12Q (Pâris et al., in prep.) due to larger sampling (408 objects) where the
first figure only show the ∼ 150 HAQs described in Paper II.
From the right panel of Fig. 2.9 it is clear that all three of the MIR color selection approaches
are biased toward the high-z population of reddened QSOs. This bias is introduced when trying
to remove the contamination of star-forming galaxies and local stellar sources, see e.g., Fig. 2.8.
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Since the HAQ selection is independent of the MIR colors it is possible to probe the population
of QSOs at red W 2 − W 3 and blue W 1 − W 2 colors.
Previously, when examining the completeness of various MIR selected sample, these gets
compared to the optically selected QSOs from SDSS (see e.g., Secrest et al., 2015). However,
the UVX selection of SDSS is found to be very insensitive to the reddened population of QSOs
at z & 2.5. These are located exactly in the region not selected by the MIR color criteria, i.e.,
both approaches of identifying QSOs are insensitive to the same types of objects. So, when
comparing the completeness of one of these to the other, the true completeness will be highly
overestimated. Specifically, the criterion of W 1 − W 2 > 0.8 from Stern et al. (2012) discard
∼ 25% of the verified optically red, HAQ selected QSOs from SDSS, where the selection criteria
of Mateos et al. (2012) discard closer to ∼ 30% of the objects. The MIR color criteria of the
eHAQ survey are less biased toward the z > 2.5 population of reddened QSOs but are by
design less complete toward the population at lower redshifts. I suggest that a combination
of near/mid-infrared selection criteria is required to more robustly reject contaminating stellar
sources (see Chapter 4).
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Table 2.1: The full sample of eHAQs observed with the NOT.

Target
eHAQ 0001+0233
eHAQ 0001+0431
eHAQ 0007+1445
eHAQ 0019+0657
eHAQ 0026+0708
eHAQ 0044+1321
eHAQ 0102+1159
eHAQ 0104+0756
eHAQ 0104+0912
eHAQ 0104+1506
eHAQ 0109+0435
eHAQ 0111+0641
eHAQ 0113+0804
eHAQ 0121+1028
eHAQ 0129+0638
eHAQ 0129+1039
eHAQ 0138+0742
eHAQ 0142+0257
eHAQ 0147+0411
eHAQ 0157+1321
eHAQ 0216+0426
eHAQ 0227+0521
eHAQ 0300+0440
eHAQ 0321+0523
eHAQ 0347+0348
eHAQ 0828+0313
eHAQ 0835+0127
eHAQ 0835+0830
eHAQ 0839+0556
eHAQ 0852+0204
eHAQ 0856+0643
eHAQ 0913+0910
eHAQ 0915+0115
eHAQ 0919+0843
eHAQ 0921+0149
eHAQ 0923+0520
eHAQ 0927 - 0233
eHAQ 0930+0148
eHAQ 0940+0532
eHAQ 0943+0954
eHAQ 0943+1300
eHAQ 0949+1207
eHAQ 0950+0440
eHAQ 0952+0835

R.A.
(J 2000)
00 01 21.70
00 01 42.90
00 07 42.10
00 19 57.30
00 26 11.40
00 44 56.40
01 02 52.90
01 04 17.10
01 04 11.70
01 04 07.00
01 09 11.20
01 11 34.70
01 13 55.40
01 21 34.40
01 29 50.60
01 29 19.00
01 38 14.40
01 42 06.90
01 47 32.00
01 57 01.50
02 16 43.30
02 27 57.90
03 00 02.50
03 21 52.20
03 47 34.20
08 28 13.98
08 35 15.80
08 35 42.18
08 39 02.86
08 52 03.80
08 56 28.30
09 13 04.40
09 15 35.57
09 19 07.11
09 21 42.00
09 23 45.80
09 27 40.00
09 30 45.10
09 40 51.40
09 43 49.70
09 43 33.00
09 49 47.00
09 50 04.10
09 52 03.00

Decl.
(J 2000)
+02 33 05.00
+04 31 39.00
+14 45 28.60
+06 57 45.90
+07 08 41.30
+13 21 48.70
+11 59 48.40
+07 56 35.20
+09 12 38.50
+15 37 39.80
+04 35 44.20
+06 41 19.20
+08 04 25.70
+10 28 34.20
+06 38 46.00
+10 39 43.20
+07 42 35.50
+02 57 13.10
+04 11 13.40
+13 21 18.80
+04 26 28.80
+05 21 41.90
+04 40 04.90
+05 23 37.40
+03 48 36.90
+03 13 54.32
+01 27 31.40
+08 30 10.42
+05 56 27.63
+02 04 37.80
+06 43 54.20
+09 10 44.20
+01 15 15.42
+08 43 05.04
+01 49 59.70
+05 20 26.40
-02 33 47.50
+01 48 46.70
+05 32 13.30
+09 54 00.90
+13 00 55.70
+12 07 56.20
+04 40 40.40
+08 35 55.80

rSDSS

Telescope

(mag)
17.86
19.47
19.31
19.42
19.24
18.69
20.25
18.82
19.29
18.89
19.58
18.82
18.95
20.69
19.64
20.34
19.29
18.10
18.34
18.98
19.88
19.30
19.49
19.36
19.33
17.59
19.03
17.62
18.73
19.78
19.43
18.10
18.45
19.44
19.42
19.03
19.65
19.78
18.60
18.93
19.42
19.41
19.41
19.69

NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT

Exp. time
(sec)
2×300
2×600
2×900
2×900
2×600
2×600
1×900
2×600
2×600
3×1000
2×900
2×900
2×600
2×1200
2×1300
2×1200
2×600
2×600
2×700
3×1200
2×1200
1×600
2×600
1×900
2×600
3×200
3×600
3×200
3×500
3×900
3×900
3×250
3×400
3×900
3×900
3×600
3×900
3×900
3×500
3×600
3×600
2×600
3×600
3×900
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Table 2.1: Continued

Target
eHAQ 1002+0406
eHAQ 1005+0602
eHAQ 1010+1158
eHAQ 1025+1324
eHAQ 1026 - 0241
eHAQ 1030+1040
eHAQ 1101+1220
eHAQ 1106+0844
eHAQ 1109+0135
eHAQ 1109+1058
eHAQ 1111+0151
eHAQ 1119+1430
eHAQ 1120+0812
eHAQ 1132+1243
eHAQ 1136+0027
eHAQ 1144+0902
eHAQ 1202+0423
eHAQ 1203+0652
eHAQ 1203+1118
eHAQ 1210+1429
eHAQ 1222+0826
eHAQ 1226 - 0236
eHAQ 1237+1233
eHAQ 1244+0841
eHAQ 1252+0842
eHAQ 1312+1431
eHAQ 1326+1317
eHAQ 1331+1304
eHAQ 1340+1458
eHAQ 1346+0114
eHAQ 1357 - 0051
eHAQ 1400+0720
eHAQ 1443+0415
eHAQ 1447+0521
eHAQ 1450+1002
eHAQ 1455+0705
eHAQ 1504+0523
eHAQ 1514 - 0002
eHAQ 1525+0155
eHAQ 1528+0546
eHAQ 1539+0351
eHAQ 1543+0447
eHAQ 1550+0501

R.A.
(J 2000)
10 02 51.29
10 05 01.80
10 10 54.00
10 25 18.62
10 26 00.90
10 30 32.60
11 01 20.02
11 06 35.80
11 09 02.30
11 09 24.80
11 11 37.68
11 19 39.70
11 20 03.60
11 32 07.20
11 36 44.10
11 44 45.40
12 02 04.90
12 03 36.90
12 03 34.00
12 10 21.00
12 22 15.00
12 26 55.30
12 37 26.50
12 44 18.80
12 52 57.70
13 12 14.20
13 26 24.80
13 31 29.89
13 40 53.90
13 46 32.40
13 57 30.60
14 00 39.20
14 43 58.20
14 47 21.60
14 50 43.70
14 55 10.52
15 04 24.59
15 14 01.90
15 25 55.00
15 28 53.60
15 39 35.30
15 43 27.30
15 50 00.00

Decl.
(J 2000)
+04 06 53.98
+06 02 19.90
+11 58 05.70
+13 24 11.96
-02 41 17.10
+10 40 51.30
+12 20 31.82
+08 44 02.30
+01 35 38.86
+10 58 25.40
+01 51 47.31
+14 30 00.80
+08 12 12.10
+12 43 42.10
+00 27 00.30
+09 02 26.60
+04 23 41.00
+06 52 34.50
+11 18 26.00
+14 29 58.60
+08 26 10.20
-02 36 57.90
+12 33 50.02
+08 41 36.00
+08 42 06.10
+14 31 11.30
+13 17 27.50
+13 04 20.87
+14 58 53.80
+01 14 08.40
-00 51 41.10
+07 20 12.00
+04 15 42.47
+05 21 41.70
+10 02 38.80
+07 05 25.51
+05 23 07.11
-00 02 59.70
+01 55 13.50
+05 46 57.30
+03 51 25.60
+04 47 17.80
+05 01 28.00

rSDSS

Telescope

(mag)
18.42
19.85
18.95
18.80
19.69
17.78
18.81
19.35
18.42
19.83
18.33
19.37
16.91
18.87
19.96
18.88
19.04
19.85
19.45
17.38
19.64
19.64
19.85
19.13
18.79
19.54
18.11
19.02
19.67
19.37
18.40
19.72
19.00
19.92
19.56
17.59
18.50
19.27
19.88
19.18
17.95
19.78
19.85

NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT

Exp. time
(sec)
3×400
2×900
3×600
3×500
2×900
3×200
3×500
3×900
3×400
2×900
3×360
3×600
3×100
3×600
3×900
3×600
2×600
3×900
3×900
3×200
2×900
3×900
2×900
3×800
3×600
2×900
6×300
3×600
2×900
3×900
3×300
2×900
3×600
3×900
2×900
3×200
3×400
3×600
3×900
6×360
3×360
2×900
3×900
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Table 2.1: Continued
Target
eHAQ 2209+0304
eHAQ 2235+0635
eHAQ 2236+0731
eHAQ 2247+0922
eHAQ 2254+0638
eHAQ 2255+1213
eHAQ 2256+0531
eHAQ 2258+0251
eHAQ 2259+0208
eHAQ 2259+0256
eHAQ 2259+0736
eHAQ 2301+0752
eHAQ 2303+0747
eHAQ 2309+1159
eHAQ 2310+0447
eHAQ 2313+1259
eHAQ 2314+0552
eHAQ 2316+0651
eHAQ 2321+1107
eHAQ 2321+1121
eHAQ 2334+1519
eHAQ 2340+0121
eHAQ 2344+1416
eHAQ 2358+1030a
eHAQ 2358+1030b

R.A.
(J 2000)
22 09 20.40
22 35 12.40
22 36 09.40
22 47 09.10
22 54 32.30
22 55 58.70
22 56 43.90
22 58 43.00
22 59 55.80
22 59 20.40
22 59 17.80
23 01 59.40
23 03 00.30
23 09 14.80
23 10 44.00
23 13 24.40
23 14 53.40
23 16 07.10
23 21 51.30
23 21 52.30
23 34 21.50
23 40 54.30
23 44 51.90
23 58 40.50
23 58 40.53

Decl.
(J 2000)
+03 04 36.00
+06 35 45.50
+07 31 08.20
+09 22 33.50
+06 38 26.10
+12 13 10.90
+05 31 15.10
+02 51 07.20
+02 08 25.40
+02 56 43.80
+07 36 33.50
+07 52 39.00
+07 47 36.80
+11 59 56.00
+04 47 46.80
+12 59 39.00
+05 52 33.10
+06 51 45.10
+11 07 20.70
+11 21 28.50
+15 19 47.60
+01 21 41.30
+14 16 40.40
+10 30 39.90
+10 30 35.53

rSDSS

Telescope

(mag)
19.91
19.29
19.96
19.82
18.40
19.14
20.57
20.73
19.07
19.37
19.66
19.77
19.12
19.69
19.78
19.71
19.92
19.93
18.38
19.92
20.74
18.82
18.90
20.82
20.37

NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT

Exp. time
(sec)
2×900
2×400
2×900
2×900
2×600
2×600
2×1500
2×1500
2×400
2×600
2×1000
2×900
5×1080
2×900
2×900
2×900
2×1000
2×1000
2×300
2×1000
2×1200
2×500
2×500
2×1200
2×1200
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Table 2.2: The results of the spectroscopic follow-up.

Target
eHAQ 0001+0233
eHAQ 0001+0431
eHAQ 0007+1445
eHAQ 0019+0657
eHAQ 0026+0708
eHAQ 0044+1321
eHAQ 0102+1159
eHAQ 0104+0756
eHAQ 0104+0912
eHAQ 0104+1506
eHAQ 0109+0435
eHAQ 0111+0641
eHAQ 0113+0804
eHAQ 0121+1028
eHAQ 0129+0638
eHAQ 0129+1039
eHAQ 0138+0742
eHAQ 0142+0257
eHAQ 0147+0411
eHAQ 0157+1321
eHAQ 0216+0426
eHAQ 0227+0521
eHAQ 0300+0440
eHAQ 0321+0523
eHAQ 0347+0348
eHAQ 0828+0313
eHAQ 0835+0127
eHAQ 0835+0830
eHAQ 0839+0556
eHAQ 0852+0204
eHAQ 0856+0643
eHAQ 0913+0910
eHAQ 0915+0115
eHAQ 0919+0843
eHAQ 0921+0149
eHAQ 0923+0520
eHAQ 0927 - 0233
eHAQ 0930+0148
eHAQ 0940+0532
eHAQ 0943+0954
eHAQ 0943+1300
eHAQ 0949+1207
eHAQ 0950+0440
eHAQ 0952+0835

Type
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
G/M-dwarf
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
G/M-dwarf
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO

zQSO
1.88
1.96
1.37
3.40
1.78
1.70
4.25
2.21
2.03
1.80
3.85
3.23
2.01
2.10
2.40
1.10
2.38
2.30
1.77
1.73
1.58
2.68
1.88
2.95
1.87
2.00
3.30
0.00
1.49
2.20
2.49
1.95
0.00
2.43
0.99
3.40
1.24
2.95
2.22
4.25
2.10
3.36
2.30
1.86

AV
0.23
0.60
0.91
0.28
0.64
0.38
0.53
0.23
0.24
0.45
0.45
0.32
0.64
0.53
0.60
0.98
0.26
0.45
0.38
0.38
0.76
0.18
0.33
0.30
0.20
0.70
0.20
0.00
0.60
0.53
0.50
0.50
0.00
0.30
1.80
0.20
0.83
0.30
0.30
0.00
0.60
0.00
0.53
0.60

Notes

J − K = −0.14

J − K = −0.23
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Table 2.2: Continued

Target
eHAQ 1002+0406
eHAQ 1005+0602
eHAQ 1010+1158
eHAQ 1025+1324
eHAQ 1026 - 0241
eHAQ 1030+1040
eHAQ 1101+1220
eHAQ 1106+0844
eHAQ 1109+0135
eHAQ 1109+1058
eHAQ 1111+0151
eHAQ 1119+1430
eHAQ 1120+0812
eHAQ 1132+1243
eHAQ 1136+0027
eHAQ 1144+0902
eHAQ 1202+0423
eHAQ 1203+0652
eHAQ 1203+1118
eHAQ 1210+1429
eHAQ 1222+0826
eHAQ 1226 - 0236
eHAQ 1237+1233
eHAQ 1244+0841
eHAQ 1252+0842
eHAQ 1312+1431
eHAQ 1326+1317
eHAQ 1331+1304
eHAQ 1340+1458
eHAQ 1346+0114
eHAQ 1357 - 0051
eHAQ 1400+0720
eHAQ 1443+0415
eHAQ 1447+0521
eHAQ 1450+1002
eHAQ 1455+0705
eHAQ 1504+0523
eHAQ 1514 - 0002
eHAQ 1525+0155
eHAQ 1528+0546
eHAQ 1539+0351
eHAQ 1543+0447
eHAQ 1550+0501

Type
G/M-dwarf
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
Unknown
QSO
QSO
G/M-dwarf
QSO
G/M-dwarf
QSO
G/M-dwarf
Unknown
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
G/M-dwarf
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
G/M-dwarf
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO

zQSO
0.00
2.56
2.24
2.57
3.23
0.00
3.20
1.86
0.00
1.90
0.00
1.88
0.00
0.00
1.12
1.78
2.32
2.40
3.62
1.48
2.85
1.25
2.28
1.87
3.56
1.64
2.00
0.00
1.73
1.73
1.80
2.40
1.54
2.33
1.58
1.90
0.00
2.00
1.62
2.12
1.63
2.05
1.48

AV
0.00
0.49
0.40
1.30
0.15
0.00
0.50
0.45
0.00
0.38
0.00
0.38
0.00
0.00
1.36
0.50
0.00
0.30
0.00
1.20
0.15
0.83
0.30
0.55
0.00
0.38
0.50
0.00
0.53
1.30
0.53
0.15
0.00
0.45
0.38
0.80
0.00
0.15
0.91
0.50
0.43
0.72
0.76

Notes
J − K = −0.14

J − K = −0.16
J − K = −0.14
J − K = 0.06

J − K = −0.20

J − K = −0.18
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Table 2.2: Continued
Target
eHAQ 2209+0304
eHAQ 2235+0635
eHAQ 2236+0731
eHAQ 2247+0922
eHAQ 2254+0638
eHAQ 2255+1213
eHAQ 2256+0531
eHAQ 2258+0251
eHAQ 2259+0208
eHAQ 2259+0256
eHAQ 2259+0736
eHAQ 2301+0752
eHAQ 2303+0747
eHAQ 2309+1159
eHAQ 2310+0447
eHAQ 2313+1259
eHAQ 2314+0552
eHAQ 2316+0651
eHAQ 2321+1107
eHAQ 2321+1121
eHAQ 2334+1519
eHAQ 2340+0121
eHAQ 2344+1416
eHAQ 2358+1030a
eHAQ 2358+1030b

Type
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO
QSO

zQSO
2.33
1.33
1.72
1.65
1.50
2.05
1.35
2.43
2.05
1.50
0.78
2.62
1.31
2.00
1.42
2.11
2.03
1.37
1.56
2.18
2.25
2.17
2.52
2.06
1.68

AV
0.60
1.06
0.23
0.68
0.76
0.15
1.13
0.42
0.38
0.76
1.29
0.26
0.60
0.57
0.45
0.45
0.30
0.60
0.60
0.38
0.83
0.38
0.53
1.13
0.00

Notes

Non-eHAQ

Chapter 3

Conclusions
In the first part of my thesis I chronologically outlined the different approaches with which
QSOs have been discovered. Here I also discussed how the population of dust-reddened QSOs
contribute to the total QSO population.
In the second part of my thesis I presented a tailored search for dust-reddened QSOs, which
was the third and latest phase of the High AV Quasar (HAQ) survey. The aim for this extended
HAQ (eHAQ) survey, and the initial HAQ survey as well, was to detect and study metalrich and dusty foreground galaxies, e.g., damped Lyman-α absorbers (DLAs). DLAs have
previously been selected towards background QSOs, which in the majority of cases are selected
based on their blue optical colors, in for instance the SDSS legacy survey. If the absorbing gas
is rich in metals and cold gas, however, the dust column density might also be high causing the
background QSO to appear redder. This way, the QSOs will not be selected in present optical
samples and the chemically enriched DLAs will escape our analyses as well.
To overcome this bias I (together with my supervisor and collaborators, see the last co-author
statement in the Appendix) specifically searched for dust-reddened QSOs, with a selection based
on well-defined optical and near/mid-infrared color criteria, with the aim of detecting these
elusive DLAs. By combining the optical and near/mid-infrared photometric data from the
SDSS, UKIDSS and WISE surveys, respectively, it is possible to break the degeneracy of QSOs
with optical stellar-like colors. In particular, the near-infrared K-band excess of QSOs compared
to that of stars was used in a combination with the mid-infrared WISE colors, to effectively
remove stellar contamination. Moreover, the mid-infrared colors allow for a robust rejection of
QSOs at low redshift, reddened by intrinsic clouds of dust, irrelevant to the search for DLAs.
To remove any possible contamination of compact galaxies, a conservative lower limit in the
W 1 − W 2 color of the targets was set, which I found unfortunately also removed several QSOs
at z > 3, compared to the previous HAQ survey. Even though the survey was successful in
removing most intrinsically reddened QSOs at z < 1, about 50% of the eHAQ sample consisted
of broad absorption line (BAL) QSOs. Although interesting on their own, these were not the
primary goal of the eHAQ survey so the selection needs to be even more fine-tuned. In the
next chapter I will outline the future work on this subject and discuss a more optimized set of
optical to near/mid-infrared selection criteria, which hopefully will reveal several more QSOs
with intervening, dusty galaxies.
As an added value to the search for dusty DLAs, we discovered a large number of intrinsically dust-reddened and high-z QSOs in our samples, which are missing in present optically
selected QSO samples, e.g., SDSS. That is, we detect a population of QSOs which have been
underrepresented in present large area QSO surveys.
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Outlook and Future Work

This last chapter is dedicated to summarize the recently initiated projects of which I am currently involved in. The quest for dust-reddened QSOs is currently being continued, where the
aim is to target even fainter and redder QSOs than previous. In particular, after the completion
of the three phases described in Paper I, II (Fynbo et al., 2013; Krogager et al., 2015) and
Chapter 2 I am convinced that an even more optimized selection algorithm is necessary in the
search for dusty absorption systems.
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Chapter 4. Outlook and Future Work

Mining the KiDS and VIKING surveys for red QSOs

After completion of the first three phases (described in Paper I and II: Fynbo et al., 2013;
Krogager et al., 2015, and Chapter 2) aimed to detect and study metal-rich and dusty foreground
galaxies, our sample now exceeds 300 previously unknown dust-reddened QSOs. In Paper I,
∼ 20% of the observed sample was found to be contaminating stellar or extragalactic sources
and of the confirmed QSOs only objects with intrinsic reddening were observed. From Paper
I to II the selection criteria were refined to exclude most of the contaminants and to target
more dust-reddened QSOs to reach the goal of detecting sources reddened by dusty foreground
galaxies. Here the authors obtained an almost pure sample (∼ 97% confirmed QSOs) and
found a handful of systems with intervening foreground galaxies. Such galaxies, too faint to be
detected in emission, are of crucial importance to the star formation inventory in the universe
as they are expected to be numerous.
The goal is now to extend these surveys to locate fainter and more reddened sources. By
identifying redder QSOs the aim is to detect the sources that are even more reddened by metalrich and dusty foreground galaxies than what has been observed in the HAQ and eHAQ surveys.
From the initial surveys it is easy to realize that dusty absorbers do exist towards red QSOs (in
roughly 2 per cent of the cases) and that the dust reddening causes the QSOs to escape optical
identification. However, we (the collaborators on this project and I) have only begun to probe
the tip of the iceberg. In order to detect more dusty systems we need to target even redder and
fainter candidates, as the larger dust content absorbs more of the light from the background
QSO. This limits our ability to use the SDSS and UKIDSS photometry which formed the basis
for the previous HAQ and eHAQ surveys. Instead we use a deeper catalog from a combination
of data release 2 (DR2) of the public Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS; de Jong et al., 2015) and
the VISTA Kilo-Degree Infrared Galaxy (VIKING; Arnaboldi et al., 2007) survey. These new
public surveys together with mid-infrared photometry from the WISE all-sky survey form the
basis for the target selection in the latest, recently commenced survey. In particular, we wish
to target red QSOs at z > 2.5, which are the most interesting for our primary goal to explore
the issue of dusty DLAs.
This new approach is similar to the one utilized in the eHAQ survey (Chapter 2) where
the WISE colors are used to effectively remove the low-z population of intrinsically reddened
QSOs and the optical/NIR colors are used to target red sources and to remove stellar contamination. However, as described in Chapter 2, the WISE colors only are not capable of removing
contaminating dwarf stars from the samples. To also remove possible contaminating galaxies
from the sample a conservative lower cut in W 1 − W 2 was invoked in the eHAQ survey which
unfortunately also removed most of the reddened QSOs at z > 3. Based on the knowledge
obtained from the spectroscopic follow-up campaign of the eHAQ survey we are now able to
further optimize our selection of QSOs with intervening foreground galaxies.
The refined color criteria were defined by combining information from the optical (KiDS)
and infrared (VIKING and WISE) missions. Our criteria are as follows (see also Fig. 4.1):
Optical/near-infrared point sources based on KiDS and VIKING imaging,
0.5 < g − r < 2.5 , 0.0 < r − i < 1.0 , J < 20 ,
J − K > 0.3 & g − r > 1.5

OR

J − K > −0.2 & g − r < (2 × [J − K] + 0.90) ,

W 1 − W 2 > 0.2 , 2.0 < W 2 − W 3 < 4.2 , W 1 − W 2 < 0.8 & W 2 − W 3 < 2.75 ,
OR

W 2 − W 3 > 2.75 & W 1 − W 2 < (0.62 × [W 2 − W 3] − 0.91) .

(note: W1, W2 and W3 refer to the 3.4 µm, 4.6 µm and 12 µm bands respectively. The WISE
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Figure 4.1: Left panel: A g − r vs. J − K color-color diagram illustrating our optical/nearinfrared selection criteria. The selection region is marked with a green dashed box and the
individual targets marked with red dots. Also shown is the stellar track (black points) and the
SDSS/BOSS DR10 QSO sample (blue dots). Right panel: A W 1 − W 2 vs. W 2 − W 3 colorcolor diagram illustrating our MIR selection criteria. The selection region is again marked with
a green dashed box shown together with a subsample of the SDSS/BOSS DR10 QSO sample
matched to WISE, color coded as a function of redshift. These criteria allow us to optimize our
selection to identify QSOs at z > 2.5.
magnitudes are on the Vega system and the g, r, J and K magnitudes are on the AB system).

First, we required that all candidates are point sources in both optical and NIR imaging to
remove objects in which the host galaxy of the AGN contributes significantly to the observed
light. The first optical color criteria ensures the red nature of the targets (where most QSOs
have g − r < 0.5, see Fig. 4.1) and that the objects are bright enough for spectroscopic follow-up
with e.g., the NOT. The optical/NIR selection criteria effectively remove stellar contamination
(again, see Fig. 4.1) and the WISE colors are defined in such a way that most of the population
of reddened QSOs at z . 2.5 is removed prior to observation. The WISE colors are only slightly
modified compared to the selection criteria of the eHAQ survey, but we expect that this new
approach will effectively remove most of the population of broad absorption line (BAL) QSOs at
z ∼ 2 which contributed significantly (∼ 50%) to the eHAQ survey. Although still an interesting
sub-class on their own, about a hundred BAL QSOs have already been observed as part of the
HAQ and eHAQ surveys, whereas only about a dousin damped Lyman-α absorbers (DLAs)
have been detected. We also revoked the too conservative W 1 − W 2 color cut of the eHAQ
survey to remove the bias against z > 3 QSOs.
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ABSTRACT
We present the serendipitous discovery of a projected pair of quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) with an angular
separation of Δθ = 4.50 arcsec. The redshifts of the two QSOs are widely different: one, our program target, is a
QSO with a spectrum consistent with being a narrow line Seyfert 1 active galactic nucleus at z = 2.05. For this
target we detect Lyα, C IV, and C III]. The other QSO, which by chance was included on the spectroscopic slit, is a
Type 1 QSO at a redshift of z = 1.68, for which we detect C IV, C III], and Mg II. We compare this system to
previously detected projected QSO pairs and ﬁnd that only about a dozen previously known pairs have smaller
angular separation.
Key words: quasars: general
1. INTRODUCTION

and correlation function. However, the majority of the detected
QSO pair systems were projected systems, having relative
radial separations of Δz ≈ 0.3–1.0. The discovery of these
close angularly separated projected QSO pairs initiated the
search and study of “quasars probing quasars” (see e.g.,
Hennawi et al. 2006a, and later papers). Close binary QSOs
and projected QSO pairs are important for studies of smallscale QSO clustering, the tomography of the inter-galactic
medium along close lines of sight, the effects of QSO
transverse ionization (Møller & Kjaergaard 1992), and
gravitationally lensed QSOs.
Throughout this paper we assume the standard ΛCDM
cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.28, and
ΩΛ = 0.72 (Komatsu et al. 2011).

We report the discovery of a closely projected pair of quasistellar objects (QSOs) with an angular separation of only
Δθ = 4.50 arcsec. The observing run from which the spectra of
these two objects were obtained was unrelated to the search for
close projected QSO pairs. Originally, the run was designed to
spectroscopically verify candidate dust-reddened QSOs, as part
of the High AV Quasar (HAQ) survey (Fynbo et al. 2013;
Krogager et al. 2015). The dust-reddened candidate QSO
originally intended to be veriﬁed spectroscopically, HAQ2358
+1030A,
J2000
coordinates
αA = 23h 58m 40 47,
o
m
δA = +10 30 40 07, will henceforth just be denoted as object
A. The companion “HAQ”2358+1030B with J2000 coordinates (αB = 23h 58m 40 53, δB = +10o 30m 35 53, will be
denoted as object B. The companion QSO was discovered
serendipitously, coincidentally placed on the slit during the
target acquisition of object A. The slit was aligned at the
parallactic angle.
The small angular separation of this projected pair of QSOs
is quite unusual and will be discussed brieﬂy in Section 4.
Previously, Hennawi et al. (2006b) carried out an extensive
search for binary QSO systems, using the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) and the 2dF QSO Redshift
Survey (2QZ; Croom et al. 2004) QSO catalogs. They
primarily focused on selecting binary QSO pairs, the
controversial population discovered in the search for smallscale 2  Dq  10 arcsec gravitationally lensed QSOs (e.g.,
Mortlock et al. 1999), to study the small-scale QSO clustering

2. OBSERVATIONS
In Figure 1 we present a 1 × 1 arcmin2 ﬁeld around the two
sources (marked A and B) as imaged in the i-band by SDSS in
Data Release 12 (DR12) (Alam 2015).
The observation was carried out during an observing run
with the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) on La Palma in 2015
September. The spectra were obtained using the Andalucia
Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (ALFOSC), grism #4
covering the wavelengths 3200–9100 Å (with a spectral
resolution of 21 Å) and a slit width of 1.3 arcsec. Blocking
ﬁlter #94 was used in order to prevent second-order
contamination from wavelengths shorter than 3560 Å. Two
exposures of 1200 s were taken. The object south of our
program target is the one captured serendipitously.
One additional spectrum was taken on 2016 January 9 in a
redder grism (grism #20). This spectrum was taken again with
a position angle covering both QSOs. A total exposure time of
3200 s was secured. The purpose of this spectrum was to
conﬁrm that an unidentiﬁed emission line in the spectrum of
object A was due to second-order contamination (see below).

*

Based on observations made with the Nordic Optical Telescope, on the island
of La Palma jointly operated by Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and
Sweden, in the Spanish Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos of the
Instituto
de Astroﬁsica de Canarias.
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Figure 2. Top panel: the 2D spectrum showing the traces of the two sources
marked with A and B. Middle and bottom panels: the 1D spectra of the two
sources. The observed spectra are plotted as the solid black lines and the
photometric data points from SDSS are shown as the red dots (left to right: u, g,
r, i). The spectra have been scaled to match the r-band photometric data point
from SDSS. Object A is a QSO equivalent of a narrow line Seyfert 1 galaxy at
z = 2.05 whereas B is a Type 1 QSO at z = 1.68.

Figure 1. A 1 × 1 arcmin2 ﬁeld around the two sources (marked A and B) as
imaged in the i-band by SDSS DR12. North is up and east is to the left. A
schematic view of the actual slit, used during the observation, which was
centered on source A and aligned with the parallactic angle (−7°. 7 east of north
(EoN) at the time) is shown. The position angle between the two objects is
−10°. 1 EoN.

Table 1 lists the optical and near-infrared AB magnitudes for
each of the two objects from the SDSS DR12 and the UKIDSS
DR10plus catalogs.
In Table 2 we list the wavelengths, line widths (full width at
half maximum, FWHM), and derived redshifts for the detected
emission lines for the two objects. Object A is identiﬁed as a
dust-reddened QSO equivalent of a narrow line Seyfert 1
galaxy classiﬁed by its narrow C IV λ1549 emission line with a
FWHM of 920 km s−1. The redshift is determined to be
z = 2.053 based on the visible Lyα and the C IV, C III] λ1909
emission lines. There is an additional emission line in this
spectrum at rest wavelength 2289 Å. This line is not prominent
in the the empirical ultraviolet template for iron emission in
active galactic nucleus derived from I Zwicky 1 (Vestergaard &
Wilkes 2001) and we have not been able to ﬁnd it in other
spectra for QSOs in the literature. The new spectrum obtained
in 2016 January at the NOT with grism #20 conﬁrms that this
line is due to second-order contamination (Stanishev 2007) and
is hence not real.
The reddening of this object was determined to be AV = 1.1
from the photometric data points and the shape of the
continuum following the procedure of Fynbo et al. (2013)
and Krogager et al. (2015). Object B is identiﬁed to be a
regular, unreddened Type 1 QSO with a FWHM of
4200 km s−1 of the C IV emission line. The redshift was
determined to be z = 1.68 based on the broad C IV and C III]
emission lines. The unobscured nature of this object was again
determined from the photometric data points and the shape of
the continuum.
The redshift measurements suggest a relative radial distance
of Δz = 0.38 between the two QSOs. Only about a dozen other
systems of projected QSO pairs with Δθ < 4.50 arcsec have
been reported in the systematic search by Hennawi et al.
(2006a, see Tables 8 and 9), Inada et al. (2012), and More et al.
(2016), all with relative radial distances Δz ∼ 0.3–1.1. It is also
worth noting that neither of these two QSOs are included in the
DR12 QSO survey. We selected object A as a candidate dust-

The spectra were processed using a combination of IRAF11
and MIDAS12 tasks for low resolution spectroscopy. To reject
cosmic rays we used La_cosmic (van Dokkum 2001). We
corrected the spectra for Galactic extinction using the
extinction maps of Schlegel et al. (1998). To improve the
absolute ﬂux calibration we scaled the spectra to be consistent
with the r-band photometry from SDSS.
3. THE PROJECTED QSO PAIR HAQ2358+1030A AND B
The projected angular separation between the two objects is
∼4.6 arcsec as measured on the SDSS images.13 Based on the
acquisition picture obtained we ﬁnd a projected angular
separation of only 23.5 pixels = 4.50 arcsec (0.19 arcsec/pixel
for ALFOSC). This corresponds to a physical angular
separation of 39.2 kpc at z = 1.5. Since our measurement is
taken directly from the acquisition picture, we consider this a
more precise estimate of the angular separation of the two
objects due to the better spatial resolution in these data.
Figure 2 shows the two one-dimensional spectra after ﬂatﬁeld correction, bias and sky subtraction, and ﬂux calibration
along with the photometry from SDSS and the UKIRT Infrared
Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS; Lawrence et al. 2007) which are
all on the AB magnitude system. We determine the redshift by
visual inspection of the emission lines visible in the spectra.
11

IRAF is the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility, a general purpose
software system for the reduction and analysis of astronomical data. IRAF is
written and supported by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories
(NOAO) in Tucson, Arizona. NOAO is operated by the Association of
Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA), Inc. under cooperative
agreement with the National Science Foundation
12
ESO-MIDAS is a copyright protected software product of the European
Southern Observatory. The software is available under the GNU General
Public License.
13
http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr12/en/tools/explore/Summary.aspx?
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Table 1
The Optical and Near-infrared Magnitudes of Objects A and B all on the AB Magnitude System from the SDSS and UKIDSS Catalogs
Object

u
(mag)

g
(mag)

r
(mag)

i
(mag)

z
(mag)

Y
(mag)

J
(mag)

H
(mag)

Ks
(mag)

A
B

21.37
20.90

22.10
20.54

20.82
20.37

19.62
20.01

18.92
20.01

18.62
20.06

18.21
20.07

17.71
19.74

17.24
19.71

Table 2
Wavelength, Line Widths (Measured and Corrected for the Spectral Resolution), and Derived Redshifts for all Detected Emission Lines
λobs
(Å)

Line

FWHM
(Å)

FWHMcorr
(Å)

z

Object A
Lyα λ1216
C IV λ1549
He II λ1640
C III] λ1909
Lyα 2nd order λ2289

3711.8
4731.0
5003.7
5825.1
6989.7

±
±
±
±
±

0.5
0.4
1.3
1.8
1.4

20.0
24.8
20.0
43.1
36.2

±
±
±
±
±

1.2
0.9
0.9
4.5
3.4

12.3 ±
14.5 ±
L
35.3 ±
20.7 ±

1.2
0.9
4.5
3.4

2.0533 ± 0.0004
2.0533 ± 0.0004
2.0503 ± 0.0008
2.0530 ± 0.0008
2.053

Object B
C IV λ1549
C III] λ1909
Mg II λ2800

4149.7 ± 1.7
5100.8 ± 5.8
7506.4 ± 3.8

61.0 ± 4.1
124.4 ± 14.4
63.1 ± 10.1

58.4 ± 4.1
122.5 ± 14.4
54.5 ± 10.1

1.6781 ± 0.0011
1.673 ± 0.003
1.6817 ± 0.0014

reddened QSO in the HAQ survey (see e.g., Fynbo et al. 2013;
Krogager et al. 2015). Object B evaded selection due to its
speciﬁc photometry falling outside the selection criteria of
BOSS, which is optimized for z > 2.
We looked for associated absorption in the two spectra, more
speciﬁcally absorption in the spectrum of object A due to, e.g.,
Mg II λ2800 or C IV due to gas associated with the foreground
QSO object B. The continuum level in the spectrum of A is too
weak at the position of C IV at the redshift of object B to allow
detection of absorption. For Mg II we show the relevant spectral
regions in Figure 3. There is a hint of Mg II absorption at
7490.2 Å with an observed equivalent width of 8 ± 3 Å found
by integrating the error spectrum across the absorption line
extent. This wavelength corresponds to zabs = 1.676, roughly
consistent, but slightly blueshifted, relative to the expected
position at the redshift of object B.
4. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CLOSELY SEPARATED
QSO PAIRS

Figure 3. This ﬁgure shows the normalized spectra of object A and B in the
regions around Mg II at the redshift of object B. In the top panel there is a hint
of Mg II absorption with a formal signiﬁcance of about 3σ. The part of the
spectra shown in dotted gray represents telluric absorption.

The projected pair of close angularly separated QSOs is a
rare ﬁnding. Richards et al. (2005) ﬁnd an integrated space
density of QSOs brighter than g = 20.5 (brightness of object B)
of ∼31 deg−2 based on the 2dF-SDSS LRG and QSO (2SLAQ)
survey. This intrinsic number density is based on robust optical
ﬁve-band (u, g, r, i, z) color–color cuts similar to those utilized
in the ﬁrst SDSS QSO selection algorithm (Richards
et al. 2002) although with slight modiﬁcations for the faintest
objects. Based on the integrated space density, we estimated the
likelihood of observing one additional QSO in the slit placed
on object A. Considering only QSO pairs where (as in our case)
the redshift difference corresponds to a distance much larger
than the two-point correlation length, then the likelihood can be
calculated as
~ (31 3600 3600) ´ 1.3 ´ 10 » 3.1 ´ 10-5,

where the last two numbers are the width of the slit and the
length within which object B was detected (∼2 × 5 arcsec)
from object A, respectively. Had the observation been carried
out just an hour later, the parallactic angle of the slit would not
have captured this nearby companion, and we would not have
discovered this system. When extrapolating the conservative
total number of QSOs in the sky of ∼31 × 41.253 deg2 ≈
1.3 × 106 and using the estimate of the likelihood per square
degree we compute how many such cases on the entire sky is
expected. We found a total of only ∼140 cases of such closely
separated QSO systems within the magnitude limit of object B.
This detection was indeed serendipitous.

(1 )
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ABSTRACT

The sub-population of quasars reddened by intrinsic or intervening clouds of dust are known to be underrepresented in optical quasar
surveys. By defining a complete parent sample of the brightest and spatially unresolved quasars in the COSMOS field, we quantify
to which extent this sub-population is fundamental to our understanding of the true population of quasars. By using the available
multiwavelength data of various surveys in the COSMOS field, we built a parent sample of 33 quasars brighter than J = 20 mag,
identified by reliable X-ray to radio wavelength selection techniques. Spectroscopic follow-up with the NOT/ALFOSC was carried out
for four candidate quasars that had not been targeted previously to obtain a 100% redshift completeness of the sample. The population
of high AV quasars (HAQs), a specific sub-population of quasars selected from optical/near-infrared photometry, some of which were
shown to be missed in large optical surveys such as SDSS, is found to contribute 21%+9
−5 of the parent sample. The full population of
bright spatially unresolved quasars represented by our parent sample consists of 39%+9
−8 reddened quasars defined by having AV > 0.1,
and 21%+9
of
the
sample
having
E(B
−
V)
>
0.1
assuming
the
extinction
curve
of
the
Small Magellanic Cloud. We show that the HAQ
−5
selection works well for selecting reddened quasars, but some are missed because their optical spectra are too blue to pass the g − r
color cut in the HAQ selection. This is either due to a low degree of dust reddening or anomalous spectra. We find that the fraction
of quasars with contributing light from the host galaxy, causing observed extended spatial morphology, is most dominant at z . 1. At
higher redshifts the population of spatially unresolved quasars selected by our parent sample is found to be representative of the full
population of bright active galactic nuclei at J < 20 mag. This work quantifies the bias against reddened quasars in studies that are
based solely on optical surveys.
Key words. quasars: general – galaxies: active – surveys – dust, extinction

1. Introduction
The nature of quasars and their cosmological applications are
of central importance in contemporary astrophysics. To properly understand the origin and physical nature of quasars in a
general context, great caution has to be applied when defining
the techniques with which these objects are selected and samples are built. For many applications the assembly of large samples of quasars has to be representative of the general population
since selection bias will give a distorted picture of the full underlying population. Most large-area quasar surveys have relied
on optical photometric selection, for instance, the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000; Richards et al. 2002) and
the 2dF quasar redshift survey (2QZ; Croom et al. 2004). However, they have been found to be systematically biased against
?
Partly based on observations made with the Nordic Optical Telescope, operated by the Nordic Optical Telescope Scientific Association
at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos, La Palma, Spain, of
the Instituto de Astrofisica de Canarias.

intrinsically dust-reddened quasars (e.g., Richards et al. 2003;
Krawczyk et al. 2015) and intervening dust-rich absorbers reddening the background quasar (Noterdaeme et al. 2009, 2010,
2012; Kaplan et al. 2010; Fynbo et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2012;
Krogager et al. 2016). Moreover, optical surveys contain other
biases, for example, against quasars above redshifts of z > 2.5,
at which point the Lyman-α (Lyα) forest (LyαF) enters the optical u-band, effectively removing the observed UV excess (UVX)
of quasars compared to that of stars (Fan 1999).
It it therefore important to understand to what extent various
quasar samples suffer from biases against dust-reddened systems
and quasars at high redshifts so that we can build more complete
and representative samples. A large number of studies targeting
reddened quasars have been executed in the past two decades
(see, e.g., Webster et al. 1995; Warren et al. 2000; Gregg et al.
2002; Richards et al. 2003; Hopkins et al. 2004; Glikman et al.
2007, 2012, 2013; Maddox et al. 2008, 2012; Urrutia et al. 2009;
Banerji et al. 2012; Fynbo et al. 2013; Krogager et al. 2015), all
trying to probe this underrepresented subset of quasars using a
Article number, page 1 of 22
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range of selection techniques that are less sensitive to dust obscuration. With the advent of large-area near- and mid-infrared
surveys such as UKIDSS, WISE, and Spitzer (Wright et al. 2010;
Cutri & et al. 2013; Lawrence et al. 2007; Warren et al. 2007;
Werner et al. 2004; Fazio et al. 2004), the selection of quasars
based on infrared (IR) photometry alone has been made possible
as well (Donley et al. 2008, 2012; Peth et al. 2011; Stern et al.
2012; Mateos et al. 2012; Secrest et al. 2015). Quasars identified
by their mid-infrared colors can be selected without requiring Xray or radio detections and blue optical colors. In addition, other
types of selection techniques have recently been proposed that
are unbiased in terms of colors (Schmidt et al. 2010; Graham
et al. 2014; Heintz et al. 2015), to independently probe the full
underlying population of quasars.
How large the missing population of dust-reddened quasars
is compared to the full population is still debated. Recent studies estimate fractions from below 10% to above 40% (Richards
et al. 2003, 2006; Glikman et al. 2004, 2012; Gibson et al. 2009;
Urrutia et al. 2009; Allen et al. 2011; Maddox et al. 2008, 2012).
The majority of objects in these samples consist of broad absorption line (BAL) quasars. The search for quasars reddened by
intervening absorbers, dubbed the high AV quasar (HAQ; Fynbo
et al. 2013; Krogager et al. 2015) survey, reveals that a large
portion of intrinsically reddened quasars are missing in optical
samples as well.
In this paper we examine the fraction of the HAQs and in
general the dust-reddened population of quasars (which we define as having AV > 0.1) compared to the total. The aim is to
determine whether this missing sub-population constitutes a significant fraction of the true population of quasars and if the reddest of the most bright and spatially unresolved quasars are indeed identified by the tailored optical and near-infrared (NIR)
color criteria used in the HAQ survey. We have decided to focus
on spatially unresolved sources because the selection of point
sources is a central part of the HAQ survey. In the same vein,
we focused on relatively bright quasars, J < 20 mag because
we are interested in the population of intrinsically bright quasars
that are typically used for quasar absorption lines studies, for
example. To securely determine the fraction, an effective selection of the complete population of quasars within the appropriate
limit in brightness has to be obtained. We assume that this can be
done using multiple selection techniques covering the different
observed features of quasars.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly describe the different data sets obtained from the COSMOS surveys and how these were combined to apply all the multiwavelength information to each object within our defined region of
the COSMOS field. In Sect. 3 we define the quasar selection
techniques used to build our parent sample, representing the
full population of the brightest spatially unresolved quasars. In
Sect. 4 we describe our follow-up observations, and in Sect. 5
we present the results. In Sect. 6 we discuss our analysis, and
in Sect. 7 we conclude on the implication of our work in a general context. We assume a standard flat ΛCDM cosmology with
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 , Ω M = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7. Unless
otherwise stated, the AB magnitude system (Oke 1974) is used
throughout this paper.

2. Data description
By using the extensive multiwavelength data sets available from
the combined COSMOS (Scoville et al. 2007b) surveys, all covering the Chandra COSMOS (C-COSMOS; Elvis et al. 2009;
Civano et al. 2012) field, the different methods for quasar seArticle number, page 2 of 22

lection (see Sect. 3.2-3.7) can be applied. This sub-field of COSMOS covers the central 0.9 deg2 of the approximately two square
degrees of the COSMOS field (see, e.g., Fig. 1 in Elvis et al.
(2009) and Fig. 1 in McCracken et al. (2012) for the specific outline of the field). This region is one of the most observed fields
on the sky, making it excellent for detailed studies of general
quasar properties and populations, and it is therefore ideal for
our study. By building a parent sample consisting of the quasars
selected with a range of different methods, the fraction of the
HAQs compared to the full underlying population, that is, the
extent to which the HAQs contribute to the defined parent sample of quasars, can be determined. Although extensive spectroscopic analysis is available in this field, a minority of the candidate quasars from the parent sample were without existing spectra, so that follow-up spectroscopy was required to confirm their
nature for the purpose of this study.
2.1. COSMOS field: from X-ray to radio wavelengths

The COSMOS field was originally defined by Scoville et al.
(2007b) as a two deg2 region with multiwavelength coverage, including HST/ACS F814W imaging over 1.8 deg2 (Scoville et al.
2007a). It was observed using the Advanced Camera for Surveys
(ACS) Wide Field Channel (WFC) and imaged in the F814W
filter which is broad I-band filter centered on an effective wavelength of 7940Åwith a resolution of ∼ 000. 1. For a description, see
for example Koekemoer et al. (2007) for how the HST-ACS mosaic was produced and Leauthaud et al. (2007) for how the mosaic was used to assemble a source catalog. This catalog consists
of approximately 1.2 × 106 objects down to a limiting magnitude
of F814W = 26.6 mag.
In our study we used the X-ray information from the initial Chandra COSMOS (C-COSMOS; Elvis et al. 2009; Civano
et al. 2012) and the XMM-COSMOS surveys (Hasinger et al.
2007; Cappelluti et al. 2009; Brusa et al. 2010). C-COSMOS,
an extensive 1.8 Ms Chandra program, has imaged the central
0.9 deg2 of the COSMOS field down to the limiting fluxes of
1.9×10−16 erg cm−2 s−1 in the soft (0.5 - 2 keV) band, 7.3×10−16
erg cm−2 s−1 in the hard (2 - 10 keV) band and 5.7 × 10−16
erg cm−2 s−1 in the full (0.5 - 10 keV) band (Elvis et al. 2009).
Complementary to Chandra are the X-ray data from the XMMCOSMOS mission, which is a contiguous 2 deg2 XMM-Newton
survey of the COSMOS field. The limiting fluxes are 5 × 10−16 ,
3 × 10−15 and 7 × 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 in the 0.5 − 2, 2 − 10 and
5 − 10 keV bands, respectively (Hasinger et al. 2007). The flux
limits of the two surveys are not reached over the complete area
but vary across the field because of irregular exposure times. The
sensitivity of C-COSMOS due to its sub-arcsecond imaging is
three times below the corresponding flux limits for the XMMCOSMOS survey.
The initial C-COSMOS survey used in this paper consists of
1761 X-ray detected point sources, where the XMM-COSMOS
survey have observed 1797 X-ray point sources. Elvis et al.
(2009) reported that 70 sources from the XMM-COSMOS catalog were absent from the C-COSMOS sample, while 24 XMMCOSMOS sources have been resolved into two distinct sources
in the C-COSMOS catalog. The optical/near-infrared COSMOS
counterparts were found for each of the X-ray point source
detections with Chandra and XMM-Newton (see Civano et al.
2012; Brusa et al. 2010, respectively). Based on these counterparts, the photometric redshifts of each of the sources have been
determined by Salvato et al. (2009, 2011).
In addition to the two X-ray surveys, we used the photometric data from the multiband catalog described in Ilbert et al.
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2.2. Matching procedure

We required that each of the sources from the various COSMOS data sets are within 2 arcsec from the objects listed in the
photometric catalog by Ilbert et al. (2013, hereafter I13). Since
multiple objects can be within this region, we selected only the
nearest match. For the Chandra/XMM-Newton detected X-ray
point sources, we matched the optical/NIR counterparts found
by Civano et al. (2012); Brusa et al. (2010), respectively, to the
photometric catalog by I13. In the first COSMOS optical/NIR
catalog by Capak et al. (2007), the morphology information from
the CFHT+Subaru i-band images was included. Therefore only
this catalog had to be matched to the photometric catalog by
I13, again within 2 arcsec. This was done primarily to attach the
morphological data to the UltraVISTA DR1 sources, but also to
obtain the SDSS five-band magnitudes for each of the objects.
Following the same procedure, we paired the objects detected in
the AllWISE and VLA-COSMOS data sets to the optical/NIR
counterparts in the photometric catalog (I13) as well.

3. Selection techniques
Since the publicly available C-COSMOS survey is limited to the
central 0.9 deg2 of the COSMOS field, see for instance Fig. 1
of Elvis et al. (2009), we isolated this region from the rest of
the data sets. In Fig. 1 the confirmed and the candidate quasars
(specifics of the subsample symbols are defined below) within
this specific region is shown, where the gray dashed lines represent the coverage of the C-COSMOS survey, indicating our
targeted region of the COSMOS field. Applying these boundaries furthermore ensures that the whole sub-field examined is
covered by all the multiwavelength surveys.
3.1. Morphology and brightness

In the original HAQ criteria (and most other optical/NIR color
selection approaches) the targeted objects were defined as optical and NIR point sources. In this study we follow the same
procedure and select spatially unresolved sources at observed
1

3.0
KX
X−ray
Radio/MIR
SDSS/BOSS
HAQ

2.5
Dec [deg]

(2013). This catalog consists of multiband photometry covering
the near-ultraviolet (NUV) to the mid-infrared (MIR) effective
wavelengths. The NUV-optical data sets are from previous releases, described in Capak et al. (2007); Ilbert et al. (2009).
The catalog by Capak et al. (2007) also contains optical photometry in the u, g, r, i, z bands from the SDSS data release 2
(DR2; Abazajian et al. 2004), produced by facilitating photometric measurements from a mosaic of the SDSS placed on the same
grid as the other COSMOS data. We used the star/galaxy classifier from the Capak et al. (2007) catalog, which allowed us to
only target optical point sources (spatially unresolved quasars).
At wavelengths redward of the UltraVISTA (∼ 1 − 2 µm) coverage, we used the MIR data from the Wide-field Infrared Survey
Explorer (WISE; Wright et al. 2010) most recent data release
(AllWISE; Cutri & et al. 2013). This all-sky mission has imaged
the sky in four different MIR filters with effective wavelengths
ranging from 3.4 µm to 22 µm. Finally, we included the radio
(∼ 21 cm) data from the deep and joint VLA-COSMOS catalog
(Schinnerer et al. 2007, 2010). Detailed imaging from the various COSMOS surveys is publicly available at the NASA/IPAC
Infrared Science Archive (IRSA) web page1 .

2.0
2

tral
Cen

0.9

deg
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150.8 150.6 150.4 150.2 150.0 149.8 149.6 149.4
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Fig. 1: Location of the 34 confirmed and candidate quasars from
the parent sample. Overplotted are the cuts in right ascension
(RA) and declination (Dec) used to isolate the C-COSMOS
field. The symbols represent individual selection methods used
to identify each candidate quasar (see Sect. 3.2-3.7).
optical wavelengths only (using the star/galaxy classifier of Capak et al. (2007), based on ground-based photometry from the
CFHT+Subaru i-band images), while discarding the sources
with dominating light from the host galaxy. This means that we
only considered the optically unresolved quasar population and
not the overall/general active galactic nucleus (AGN) population. We discuss the implication of this specific morphology cut
in detail in Sect. 6. Moreover, we also defined an upper magnitude limit of JAB < 20 mag to avoid being biased against the
depth of each of the individual surveys. This magnitude limit
furthermore ensures a fair comparison of each of the respective
quasar populations within a certain brightness. This provides a
more secure detection and low errors on the photometric data.
In the following sections we describe how each of the specific
quasar selection techniques were applied. We only considered
the optically unresolved sources that were brighter than our magnitude limit before the distinctive selection techniques.
3.2. HAQ selection

This tailored search for reddened quasars was originally designed to search for dust-rich damped Lyα absorbers (DLAs)
along the line of sight toward the background source. Dust-rich
DLAs are known to redden the background source to the extent
where optical color selection fails to classify them as quasars
(Noterdaeme et al. 2009, 2010, 2012; Fynbo et al. 2011; Kaplan
et al. 2010; Krogager et al. 2016). To select HAQ candidates
from the COSMOS photometric catalog by I13, we adopted the
same criteria as in Krogager et al. (2015), all on the AB magnitude system:

J − K s > 0, H − K s > 0, J − H < 0.4,
0.5
< g − r < 1.0, 0.1 < r − i < 0.7 .
http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/COSMOS/index_cutouts.html

(1)
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These criteria were defined based on the pilot study executed
before the HAQ survey, described in Fynbo et al. (2013). They
were found to identify quasars (not necessarily all having high
AV , as the name suggests) with a purity of P ∼ 97% (154/159)
from the set of candidates selected from optical/NIR photometry, where the remaining objects were two dwarf stars and three
so-far unidentified objects. While only a handful of DLAs were
found, numerous intrinsically reddened quasars were detected
with a pronounced amount of extinction from dust, quantified
by the parameter AV . Only ∼45% of the HAQ candidates from
the original study were spectroscopically classified as quasars in
DR7 before observation. A small fraction of the spectroscopically verified HAQs were later observed by the SDSS-III/BOSS
(DR10Q; Pâris et al. 2014) program, which relies on more advanced selection algorithms than the original optical color criteria of SDSS-I/II (see, e.g., Ross et al. 2012; Dawson et al. 2013,
and Sect. 3.7). To distinguish the HAQ selected quasars from the
general population of reddened quasars, we use the term HAQs
for the quasars that were selected by the same (and very limiting) optical/NIR criteria of Krogager et al. (2015). We found that
seven objects satisfy the HAQ criteria. The HAQ selected candidate quasars are marked with an "H" in Col. 3 in Table 1 and
with red crosses in Fig. 1. Owing to different redshifts, intrinsic
slopes, and other absorption features, not all quasars selected in
this way do in fact have high AV , but we adopted the original
name for consistency. The quasars with AV > 0.1 are referred
to as red quasars or the general reddened population of quasars.
Defining this lower limit ensures that quasars with natural variability (typically ±0.05 mag, as inferred from Krogager et al.
2015) are not considered as part of the reddened population of
quasars.
3.3. KX selection

the candidate quasars without existing spectra, detected by their
K-band excess, through the custom-made photo-z algorithm described in Maddox et al. (2008, 2012). This algorithm is based on
a standard model quasar template with seven reddened models
created from the base model with increasing amounts of Small
Magellanic Cloud (SMC)-type dust. To exclude compact galaxies, seven galaxy templates spanning E through Scd types were
included. Star templates were also incorporated obtained from
the Bruzual–Persson–Gunn–Stryker atlas2 . By first applying the
gJK color cut, about 95% of the objects were removed in the
original sample. Then, by applying the photo-z code to the remaining objects, most of the contaminants were excluded, with
colors inconsistent with standard quasars. After the photometric data of the candidates with no pre-existing spectra were processed by the photo-z code, the sample of KX selected candidate quasars consisted of 31 objects. The KX selected candidate
quasars are marked with a K in Col. 3 in Table 1 and with black
dots in Fig. 1.
3.4. X-ray detection

Selection at X-ray wavelengths has been found to effectively
identify quasars, or AGNs in general (Brandt & Hasinger 2005),
with an insignificant amount of contamination from star-forming
galaxies, which are otherwise present in optical or infrared surveys (Donley et al. 2008, 2012). Stars with strong X-ray emission can also appear in X-ray samples, but because of their distinct stellar colors, they can easily be rejected as non-quasar
candidates. Moreover, X-ray surveys are efficient in detecting
low-luminosity and obscured quasars below the Compton-thick
limit. To select quasars detected by Chandra/XMM-Newton, we
required that the optical/NIR counterparts of the X-ray point
sources were unresolved in the CFHT+Subaru i-band images.
The flux limits of the two X-ray surveys and the matching to the
optical/NIR counterpart to apply the morphological information
are described in Sects. 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.
A significant amount of the selected objects were stars with
strong X-ray emission. We discarded the X-ray point sources determined to be Galactic stellar sources by Salvato et al. (2009,
2011), based on either spectroscopically confirmed spectra or
photometrically computed stellar fits by their χ2 analysis. No requirements were imposed on the optical/IR photometry, except
for the general defined magnitude limit. In Sect. 6 we discuss
in more detail the morphological context of the objects that are
point sources at X-ray wavelengths but not in the optical, or in
other words, the general AGN X-ray population. We found 32
objects detected with Chandra/XMM-Newton all having a spatially unresolved optical/NIR counterpart in the photometric catalog by I13. The X-ray selected candidate quasars are marked
with an X in Col. 3 in Table 1 and with gray squares in Fig. 1.

Another approach to identify the missing reddened quasars, regardless of redshift and amount of dust reddening, is to exploit
the general K-band excess (KX) shown by all quasars (Warren et al. 2000; Croom et al. 2001; Maddox et al. 2008, 2012)
hereafter referred to as KX. This approach is comparable to the
HAQ selection criteria with the NIR K-band excess of quasars
being the primary quasar/star classifier, although not as tailored
for targeting objects with red optical colors. This selection was
therefore not as specialized in selecting quasars with intervening
DLAs as the HAQ survey, but is unbiased toward those objects in
the same way, and will therefore be more complete in detecting
quasars. The KX selected candidate quasars were selected from
the COSMOS photometric catalog by I13 as well, where we
converted the original selection criteria from Vega to AB magnitudes. We refined the magnitude range used in their study of
14.0 < KVega < 16.6 to K s,AB > 15.85, JAB ≤ 20 mag. Here,
the lower limit was converted from Vega into AB magnitudes
(following the formulation of Blanton & Roweis 2007), and the
upper limit is ∼ 0.5 − 1 magnitude fainter than the original to 3.5. Radio detection
match our overall magnitude limit. The refined criteria, that is, Apparent optical stellar sources with extreme radio emission
the selection lines, are then as follows, again all on the AB mag- represent the first detected subpopulation of radio-loud quasars
nitude system:
(Schmidt 1963; Matthews & Sandage 1963). This selection is not
affected by extinction at optical wavelengths and would there(
4.4(J − K s ) − 2.08,
for J − K s ≤ −0.04, g − J ≤ 2.01 fore not be biased against dust-reddened quasars, see, for ing−J <
.
20.83(J − K s ) − 2.83, for J − K s ≥ −0.04, g − J ≥ 2.01 stance, Becker et al. (1997). By definition, only the radio-loud
(2) quasars will be targeted by this approach, so that the sample in
itself is not complete (see, e.g., Urry & Padovani 1995; Sikora
These can be directly compared to the selection criteria and the et al. 2007, for a description of the radio emission from quasars
selection lines in Fig. 2 of Maddox et al. (2008, 2012). Following the original KX selection procedure, we proceeded to run 2 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/cdbs/bpgs.html
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and the empirical observations of the two sub-populations, respectively). Two recent radio selections of optical spatially unresolved quasars (Ivezić et al. 2002; Baloković et al. 2012) used
data from the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty centimeters (FIRST; Becker et al. 1995) mission together with the SDSS
program. A similar approach was executed based on source detection with the FIRST matched to the NIR counterparts of the
Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006) by
Glikman et al. (2007, 2012); Urrutia et al. (2009). Equivalent to
these, we selected candidate quasars detected by VLA by only
requiring that the optical/NIR counterpart of the radio-detected
sources were unresolved in the CFHT+Subaru i-band images.
No further constraints were set on the VLA data, and we found
that nine sources were selected in this way. The radio-selected
candidate quasars are marked with an R in Col. 3 in Table 1 and
with green circles in Fig. 1.
3.6. Mid-infrared selection

Recently, with the launch of the complementary MIR Spitzer and
WISE missions, multiple new approaches of selecting quasars
using MIR colors alone have been developed. See, for example,
the Spitzer two-color criteria of Donley et al. (2012), the WISE
one-color criteria of Stern et al. (2012); Assef et al. (2013), and
the WISE two-color criteria of Mateos et al. (2012). All these
criteria were defined by the unique colors of quasars in MIR
color space, primarily tracing the torus around the super-massive
black hole (SMBH) of the AGN. A selection based on the MIR
wavelength range is insensitive to dust extinction and will therefore not be biased toward reddened quasars (Mateos et al. 2013;
LaMassa et al. 2016). We chose the WISE two-color criteria of
Mateos et al. (2012) as used by Secrest et al. (2015) to represent
the MIR selected quasars. They defined the AGN locus in Vega
magnitudes by
W1 − W2 = 0.315 × (W2 − W3),

(3)

where the top and bottom boundaries of this two-color wedge
are obtained by adding y-axis intercepts of +0.796 and -0.222,
respectively (see Eqs. 3 and 4 of Mateos et al. 2012). This selection, compared to the other MIR selection approaches, was
found to show less contamination from brown dwarfs and to be
more complete. Following the same procedure as for the X-ray
and radio-detected candidate quasars, we discarded objects that
were selected by the MIR two-color criteria but were spatially
resolved in the CFHT+Subaru i-band images. Again, the implication for this specific selection is discussed in Sect. 6. By using
these criteria, we found ten sources selected by their MIR colors
and spatially unresolved counterpart in I13. The MIR-selected
candidate quasars are marked with an M in Col. 3 in Table 1 and
with green circles in Fig. 1.
3.7. SDSS-III/BOSS DR12Q sample

The DR12Q sample is a combination of the pre-BOSS SDSSI/II quasar selection program (see, e.g., Richards et al. 2002;
Schneider et al. 2010, for the selection criteria and the full preBOSS sample, respectively), which focused on quasars with high
UVX and objects with outlying optical colors compared to that
of stars. The SDSS-III/BOSS program depended on numerous
other more advanced selection algorithms (see Ross et al. 2012;
Dawson et al. 2013, for a description of the selection algorithms and the spectroscopic survey of the SDSS-III/BOSS programme), specifically designed to target quasars at z > 2.2. We

included all the confirmed quasars from the pre-BOSS (SDSSI/II) and SDSS-III/BOSS DR12Q samples (Pâris et al. 2016, in
prep.) within the central region of the COSMOS field with the
same requirements of morphology and brightness from the COSMOS photometric catalog by I13. In Sect. 6 we directly show
which of the SDSS/BOSS-selected quasars we discarded due to
these cuts. Some of the spectroscopically verified quasars have
been observed by the SDSS/BOSS programs only because they
were detected in the ROSAT, FIRST, Chandra, or XMM missions.
These were not included as SDSS- or BOSS-selected quasars in
our sample, but with the corresponding X-ray or radio detection
instead. This was done to examine the photometric selection of
these two selection functions alone, since X-ray and radio selection is a part of our study by design. Notes on how each of the
SDSS/BOSS quasars were selected are given in the appendix,
Fig. 10. We found that 23 sources were selected based on their
photometry by the SDSS/BOSS programs, where 15 quasars
are from the SDSS and 8 quasars are from the BOSS survey.
The SDSS/BOSS photometrically selected candidate quasars are
marked with either an S or B for SDSS or BOSS selection, respectively, in Col. 3 in Table 1 and with blue diamonds in Fig. 1.
3.8. Parent sample

Combining the confirmed and the candidate quasars obtained
from all six selection approaches, we found a total number of
34 objects brighter than J = 20 magnitude, all located in the CCOSMOS field. The majority of the quasars (30/34) have existing spectra in the literature (see, e.g., the SDSS DR12 database3 ),
whereas the remaining four objects had to be verified spectroscopically (see next section). This is necessary to verify the
computed photometric redshift and to calculate the extinction
of each of the quasars by analyzing the amount of reddening
from the slope of the spectral energy distribution (SED) and the
photometric data points. In Table 1 all candidate and confirmed
quasars are listed by name together with the respective techniques by which they were selected. The letters denoting each
of the selection techniques, as shown in the table, are used in the
following sections. The names are listed either as Q+coordinates
for known quasars or CQ+coordinates for the candidate quasars.

4. Spectroscopic observations and analysis
4.1. Observations and data reduction

The observations of the four candidate quasars were carried
out during an observing run with the Nordic Optical Telescope
(NOT) on La Palma on February 12–15, 2016. The spectra
were obtained using the Andalucia Faint Object Spectrograph
and Camera (ALFOSC). In Table 2 the setup for the spectroscopic follow-up of these four candidate quasars is summarized.
Grism 4 covers the wavelengths 3200 − 9100 Å with a spectral
resolution of ∼300, whereas grism 18 is limited to the blue part
of the spectrum covering the wavelengths of 3530 − 5200 Å.
This was only used for CQ095924.4+020842.6 since it appeared
to have few to no emission features in the spectrum obtained
with grism 4. Blocking filter 94 was used in combination with
grism 4 to eliminate second-order contamination from wavelengths shorter than 3560 Å. The spectra were taken by aligning
the slit at parallactic angle.
3

http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr12/en/home.aspx
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Table 1: Number, object name, selection technique(s), zspec , zphot , AV , brightness in J-band, and additional notes for each of the
confirmed quasars in the parent sample. Following the notation in Sect. 3.2 – 3.7 for the selection techniques; K = KX selection, X
= X-ray detection, R = radio detection, M = MIR selection, S/B = SDSS/BOSS photometric selection, and H = HAQ selection.
#
(1)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Object
(2)
Q 095820.5+020304.1
CQ 095833.3+021720.4
Q 095836.0+015157.1
Q 095857.4+021314.5
Q 095858.7+020139.1
Q 095918.7+020951.7
Q 095921.3+024412.4
CQ 095924.4+020842.6
Q 095924.5+015954.3
Q 095938.3+020450.1
CQ 095938.6+023316.7
Q 095940.1+022306.7
Q 095940.8+021938.7
Q 095943.4+020707.4
Q 095949.4+020141.0
CQ 100008.9+021440.7
Q 100012.9+023522.8
Q 100014.1+020054.5
Q 100024.4+015054.0
Q 100024.5+020619.8
Q 100024.6+023149.1
Q 100025.3+015852.1
Q 100047.8+020756.8
Q 100049.9+020500.0
Q 100050.1+022854.8
Q 100055.4+023441.4
Q 100058.8+015400.3
Q 100114.3+022356.7
Q 100116.8+014053.6
Q 100120.3+020341.2
Q 100151.1+020032.5
Q 100159.8+022641.7
Q 100201.5+020329.4
Q 100210.7+023026.2

Selection

zspec

zphot

(3)
KXMS
K
KXRB
KXRH
KXMB
KXRMSH
KXRBH
K
KXMS
KX
X
KX
KXRH
KXRB
KXS
XRMH
KXMS
KXS
KXS
KXB
KXS
KXMS
KXB
KXRMBH
KXBH
KXRS
KXS
KXMS
KXS
KX
KX
KX
KXMS
KXS

(4)
1.356
1.910
2.935
1.024
2.448
1.156
1.004
—
1.241
2.802
0.740
1.131
1.454
2.194
1.753
2.680
0.698
2.498
1.661
2.288
1.319
0.372
2.159
1.236
3.365
1.402
1.560
1.802
2.055
0.903
0.967
2.030
2.016
1.160

(5)
1.462
1.750
2.919
1.043
2.418
1.181
0.030
1.150
1.281
2.779
0.742
1.110
1.465
2.306
1.753
2.663
0.702
2.469
1.669
2.287
1.362
0.372
2.177
1.272
3.378
1.414
1.557
1.777
2.050
0.906
1.000
2.011
1.880
1.340

The spectra were processed using a combination of IRAF4
and MIDAS5 tasks for low-resolution spectroscopy. To reject
cosmic rays, we used the LA-Cosmic software6 developed by
van Dokkum (2001). The flux calibration was done using a spectrophotometric standard star observed on the same night as the
science spectra. We corrected the spectra for Galactic extinction
using the extinction maps of Schlegel et al. (1998). To improve
the absolute flux calibration, we scaled the spectra to be consistent with the r-band photometry from SDSS.

4
IRAF is the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility, a general purpose software system for the reduction and analysis of astronomical
data. IRAF is written and supported by the National Optical Astronomy
Observatories (NOAO) in Tucson, Arizona. NOAO is operated by the
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA), Inc.
under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation
5
ESO-MIDAS is a copyright protected software product of the European Southern Observatory. The software is available under the GNU
General Public License.
6
Cosmic-Ray Rejection by Laplacian Edge Detection
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AV
(SMC)
(6)
0.00
0.23
0.00
0.38
0.00
0.30
0.98
—
0.00
0.23
1.21
0.15
0.30
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.30
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00
0.23
0.00

AV
(Zafar+15)
(7)
0.00
0.23
0.00
0.30
0.00
0.15
0.60
—
0.00
0.08
0.68
0.15
0.30
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.08
0.00
0.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.30
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.23
0.00

J-band
(mag)
(8)
19.70
19.99
19.32
19.41
18.70
19.72
19.37
19.43
18.49
19.74
19.47
19.93
19.74
19.45
18.99
18.96
18.47
19.45
19.61
19.51
19.36
19.07
19.67
19.04
19.64
19.74
19.87
19.38
19.76
19.77
19.79
19.27
18.30
19.17

Notes
(9)
g-r, r-i
g-r
g-r
g-r, r-i
g-r, blended SED, non-quasar
g-r, r-i
H-K s
g-r
g-r, r-i
g-r, r-i
g-r
g-r
g-r, r-i
g-r, H-K s
g-r, r-i
g-r, r-i, H-K s
g-r
g-r, r-i
g-r, r-i
g-r, r-i
g-r
g-r
g-r, r-i
g-r, r-i
g-r
g-r
g-r, r-i, XMM-COSMOS source

4.2. Spectroscopic analysis

In Fig. 2 we show the one-dimensional spectra of the four candidate quasars along with the photometry from SDSS and UltraVISTA and the contours of the belonging images in four different wavelength bands: The optical F814W (I-band) filter from
the HST-ACS mosaic, the near-infrared K s filter from the KPNO
mosaic, the X-ray Chandra merged energy band image, and the
radio contours as observed by the VLA. We show the K s imaging from KPNO since this (and not the UltraVISTA imaging)
is available at the NASA/IPAC-IRSA web page. Overplotted is
a composite quasar template by Selsing et al. (2016) with and
without reddening (solid red and dashed blue lines, respectively).
The composite was constructed from luminous blue quasars at
1 < z < 2.1 selected from SDSS and has a slightly steeper spectral slope than other existing templates (αλ = 1.70 ± 0.01 assuming a power-law continuum). This is explained for instance by
the broader spectral wavelength coverage because the slope can
more easily be determined without strong contamination quasar
emission lines or by intrinsic host galaxy emission (see Selsing et al. 2016, for further details). The template was matched to
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Fig. 2: Extracted 1D spectra and images in four wavelength bands of the four candidate quasars observed for the purpose of this
study. The three objects CQ095833.3+021720.4, CQ095938.6+023316.7, and CQ100008.9+021440.7 are confirmed to be quasars,
whereas object CQ095924.4+020842.6 is not. The three confirmed quasars all show a pronounced amount of reddening and BAL
features. Upper panels: Images of the objects shown in the optical F814W (I-band) filter from the HST-ACS mosaic, the nearinfrared K s filter from the KPNO mosaic, the X-ray Chandra merged energy band image, and the radio emission as seen by the
VLA. Each of the images are 15 × 15 arcsec where north is up and east is to the left. Bottom panels: The solid black lines show the
observed spectra from the NOT. Overplotted are the photometric data points shown by the purple dots from the merged optical/nearinfrared photometric COSMOS catalog together with the composite quasar template spectrum from Selsing et al. (2016) with (red
solid line) and without (blue dashed line) reddening, respectively. The redshift and amount of reddening, AV , for each of the objects
are shown in the upper left corner, while the name and selection method (from Col. 3 in Table 1) by which they were identified are
shown in the upper right corner.
the visible emission lines to compute the spectroscopic redshifts.
The template was constructed by combining spectra of luminous
blue quasars at 1 < z < 2.1 selected from the SDSS. The spectra combined to make the composite were observed with the X-

shooter instrument at ESO/VLT, which allows for a simultaneous
observation of the entire spectral range from the U to the K band.
Hence, the observed effect of variability in quasars is not a problem in this composite. For the object CQ095924.4+020842.6 the
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Table 2: Setup for the spectroscopic follow-up of the remaining
four candidate quasars. Blocking filter 94 was used in combination with grism 4 for all observations.
Object

Grism

CQ095833.3+021720.4
CQ095924.4+020842.6
CQ095938.6+023316.7
CQ100008.9+021440.7

#4
#4 + #18
#4
#4

Slit width
(arcsec)
1.3
1.3/1.0
1.0
1.3

Exp. time
(sec)
3 × 1200
6 × 900
3 × 1200
3 × 600

composite is overplotted at the photometrically computed redshift (zphot = 1.15) since no emission line features are unambiguously present in the spectrum.
The amount of reddening for each of the objects was calculated assuming both an SMC-like extinction curve and a steeper
extinction curve for intrinsically reddened quasars (Zafar et al.
2015). For the SMC we used the extinction curve as described
by Gordon et al. (2003), but with a modification for wavelengths
greater than 4400 Å (Fitzpatrick & Massa 2005), following the
same procedure as in Urrutia et al. (2009); Fynbo et al. (2013).
The extinction curve computed by Zafar et al. (2015) was determined from 16 reddened quasars from the original HAQ survey, where the SMC could not provide a good solution to the
observed spectral SEDs. We found that for most of the dustreddened quasars the Zafar+15 extinction curve template computes a lower value of AV than when assuming SMC-like extinction (see Table 1). However, none of the two extinction curve
templates were preferred over the other, meaning that both of the
templates were in general good matches to the observed spectra.
In the following we therefore consider only the AV assuming
SMC-like extinction.
The redshifts and the extinction was determined by visually
matching the composite quasar template to the photometric data
points and the observed spectra. For simplicity we assumed that
the dust is located at the redshift of the quasar. The objects that
do not show signs of reddening agree well with the unreddened
composite quasar template. The reddened quasars can be identified by the discrepancy in the unreddened template to the observed spectra where the extinction parameter is simply a measurement of the amount of divergence. We disregarded photometric data blueward of the Lyα emission line, and in case of
strong absorption at individual data points, these were excluded
as well. The photometric data points are shown as the purple
dots at the u, g, r, i, z, Y, J, H, K s effective wavelengths. The redshifts and amounts of reddening are shown for each of the objects, together with the object name, coordinates, and the respective selection technique by which the object was detected.
In the Appendix, Fig. 10, the spectra of the remaining quasars
are shown together with the corresponding images of each of
the individual objects. Their extinction was determined following the same procedure as described above. Below each of the
objects the SDSS/BOSS selection flags are stated.
We were able to obtain a secure confirmation of three
objects: CQ095833.3+021720.4, CQ095938.6+023316.7, and
CQ100008.9+021440.7. The visible emission lines in the three
spectra allow for a clear redshift determination and agreed well
with the computed photometric redshift. Two of the objects,
CQ095833.3+021720.4 and CQ100008.9+021440.7, show clear
broad absorption line (BAL) features. Quasar templates, both
with and without reddening, show a poor fit to the spectrum of
object CQ095924.4+020842.6. The photometry at MIR wavelengths disagrees with typical quasar MIR colors (Nikutta et al.
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2014) as well. Because several stellar absorption lines at z = 0.05
are detected in the spectrum, we can identify a low-redshift quiescent galaxy as contribution to the SED. However, the full multiwavelength photometry cannot be fit well with BC03 stellar
population synthesis models (Bruzual & Charlot 2003). The observed NIR and especially the MIR photometry shows excess
compared to that expected from good model fits to the optical
photometry. This most likely indicates that an additional source
at higher redshift contributes to the observed SED, whose light
would dominate at longer wavelengths. This scenario is supported by the HST imaging, which shows two close line-of-sight
compact sources. For this object we do not list redshift or AV in
Fig. 2, but mark it as unclassified.

5. Results
We found 33 bright spatially unresolved quasars within the CCOSMOS sub-field brighter than J = 20 magnitude (corresponding to 37 quasars per square degree, see Sect. 3.8). We assume that our sample is a good representation of the full underlying population of quasars, although small (see below), since the
bias should be negligible when using the multiple selection approaches, each of which target different aspects of quasar properties. In Fig. 3 a quantity diagram of the sub-populations of all the
confirmed quasars is shown sorted according to the techniques
through which they were selected and how they coincide. The
numbering in the figure follows the same notation as in Table 1.
Out of the total number of quasars in the parent sample
we found that seven optical point sources from the photometric catalog were selected by the specific optical/NIR HAQ criteria, see Eq. 1. This yields a fraction of fHAQ = NHAQ /Ntotal =
+9
0.21+0.09
−0.05 (21%−5 ) using the small number statistics formulated in
Cameron (2011) with error bars corresponding to the 68% confidence interval, see Fig 4. The fraction of all reddened quasars
in our sample, defined as having AV > 0.1, was found to be,
again with error bars corresponding to the 68% confidence in+9
terval, fAV >0.1 = NAV >0.1 /Ntotal = 0.39+0.09
−0.08 (39%−8 ). Previously,
Glikman et al. (2007, 2012); Urrutia et al. (2009) have defined
red quasars as having E(B − V) > 0.1. We found that seven of
the quasars in our parent sample satisfy this criterion, so that the
fraction is again fE(B−V)>0.1 = 21%+9
−5 , which is consistent with
the findings of Glikman et al. (2007, 2012); Urrutia et al. (2009),
see Sect. 7. The SDSS/BOSS photometric selection found 23
quasars, 5 of which have AV > 0.1. This means that roughly
22% of the SDSS/BOSS photometrically selected quasars are
classified as reddened, while 40% are expected. Hence an incompleteness of 45% in this particular optical quasar sample is
observed.
In Table 1 we show the redshifts, both spectroscopic and
photometric, along with the calculated reddening, AV , both assuming SMC-like extinction and the extinction curve found by
Zafar et al. (2015), and the corresponding reddening in terms of
E(B − V). The notes list the specific colors in which the individual objects do not meet the HAQ criteria.
The computed photometric redshifts generally agree well
with the spectroscopically determined redshifts, both for the objects with public spectra and for the quasars we observed. We
find a maximum difference of |zspec − zphot | = 0.18 (except for
the extreme case of Q 095921.3+024412.4, see below), whereas
for most objects the spectroscopic and photometric redshifts are
determined well within |zspec − zphot | < 0.1. All but one of the
seven HAQs show a pronounced amount of reddening ranging
from 0.15 < AV < 0.98. Following the parameterization from
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Fig. 4: Fractions of the HAQ-selected quasars, the quasars with
AV > 0.1, and the quasars with E(B − V) > 0.1 compared to the
total. The error bars correspond to the 68% confidence interval.
Fig. 3: Quantity diagram (a so-called Venn diagram) of the respective sub-populations of the 33 confirmed quasars. The numbers in each of the symbols represents the objects with the same
numbering as in Table 1. The parent sample of quasars consists
of 7/33 ∼ 21% HAQs. Only quasars 2 and 11 have been selected
by one technique alone from KX selection or X-ray detection, respectively. Of the 13 quasars with AV > 0.1, 6 were selected by
the HAQ criteria, 11 were identified by the KX selection, 12 with
X-ray detection, 6 had radio detections, 5 were from the photometric selection of SDSS/BOSS, and 4 of the reddened quasars
were identified by the MIR selection.
Gordon et al. (2003), where (for SMC-like extinction)
RV ≡ AV /E(B − V), RV = 2.74,

(4)

this corresponds to 0.05 < E(B − V) < 0.36. The HAQs reddened by dust are at redshifts in the range 1.00 < z < 2.66.
The only HAQ with no sign of dust extinction is the object
Q100050.1+022356.7 at z = 3.37. The distribution of redshifts
and AV of the HAQs from our parent sample agree well with
the findings of Krogager et al. (2015), see Fig. 3 of their paper, for example. As mentioned, only four of the seven HAQs
have been identified by the SDSS-III/BOSS program, which
again is similar to the fraction found in the original HAQ survey, although from a much larger sample, where 409/901 ∼
45% of the HAQ candidates had been observed as part of the
SDSS (DR7) program before their study. In the spectrum of
object Q095938.3+020450.1 (quasar 10) we found an indication of a damped Lyα absorption feature blueward of the strong
Lyα emission line in the Lyα forest. The search for quasars reddened by intervening absorbers was the primary goal of the HAQ
survey, but this object evaded selection by being slightly too blue
(H − K s = −0.02) for the HAQ criterion of H − K s > 0. The
optical colors are otherwise within the HAQ selection criteria,
indicating the red nature (AV = 0.23) of this object.
In Fig. 5, panels (a) and (b), we show the photometric colors of all the quasars from the parent sample in two optical/NIR
color-color diagrams and in panel (c) the g − r colors as a function of the reddening, AV , assuming SMC-like extinction. Again,

the respective symbols represent the individual selection methods used to identify each quasar as shown in panel (a), upper
right corner. For comparison we show the photometry of mainsequence stars and M-dwarf stars in panel (a), illustrated by the
yellow and red stars, respectively. In panel (b) the stellar track
is outside the plotting region and is therefore absent. The stellar sources were obtained from the Hewett et al. (2006) catalog,
where the yellow stellar track in general represents the densest
region of the stellar locus. When we plot all the defined point
sources from the full photometric COSMOS catalog used in our
study, the main location in color-color space follows an equal
track. In panel (a) the gray dashed line represents the selection
line of the KX method formulated in Eq. 2. Panel (c) illustrates
that the HAQs indeed are a part of the most reddened quasars in
our sample. The quasars that were not selected by the HAQ criteria but still show a pronounced amount of reddening are either
red in the gJK s or the J − K s colors, suggesting that by refining the HAQ criteria, a larger and more complete sample of the
reddest quasars can be obtained.
For one of the quasars, Q095921.3+024412.4 (quasar 7), we
had to discard the spectroscopic redshift of z = 3.623 as determined by the BOSS program. This quasar is obscured and shows
high reddening (AV = 0.98) with only a few weak emission line
signatures apparent. The available notes at the SDSS DR12 website report a poor χ2 fit for the redshift determination of this
quasar. For comparison, the photometric redshift from Salvato
et al. (2011) was computed as zphot = 0.030. The redshift we
suggest of z = 1.004, found when visually matching the spectrum to the composite quasar template, was also listed by Trump
et al. (2009), who determined a value of z = 1.0037 ± 0.0054.

6. Survey reliability
The success of a survey hinges critically upon obtaining the
optimal balance between efficiency and completeness. In other
words, being able to select a sample of candidates, which includes close to all of the objects of the targeted type, and close
to nothing else. Below we review the individual surveys used to
Article number, page 9 of 22
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Fig. 5: Panel (a) and (b): Optical/NIR color-color diagrams of the 33 confirmed quasars. The respective symbols represent the
individual selection method used to identify each quasar as defined by the legend. The yellow and red star symbols show the
photometry of main-sequence and M-dwarf stars from the Hewett et al. (2006) catalog, respectively. Panel (c): The reddening, AV ,
of the confirmed quasars as a function of their color in g − r. The HAQs contribute to about half of the population of reddened
quasars defined as having AV > 0.1 (black dashed line).
build our parent sample and discuss the completeness and reliability of each of the approaches.

3.0

6.1. Efficiency
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Our parent sample was produced by only considering the brightest and spatially unresolved population of quasars obtained from
six distinctive selection techniques. The conservative criteria we
used of star-like morphology and J ≤ 20 magnitude have introduced some significant bias (by design) when considering the
general and complete AGN population. We required that the
quasars were optically unresolved to remove objects with contributing host galaxy light and to be consistent with previous
photometric selection approaches. The J = 20 magnitude cut
ensured that our selection was complete down to the limiting
depths in magnitude for each of the individual surveys. When
comparing the different selection techniques, this cut allows the
selection of quasars based on relatively shallow surveys to still
be relevant.
To compare the SDSS/BOSS selected quasars from our parent sample to the full SDSS-III/BOSS sample, we extracted all
the quasars from the DR12Q sample (Pâris et al. 2016, in prep.)
within the C-COSMOS field, see Fig. 6. Here we show the
full SDSS/BOSS DR12Q sample together with the confirmed
quasars from our study to directly compare the two samples. In
total, 42 quasars from the DR12Q sample have not been selected
from our criteria but all had a counterpart in the photometric catalog. Of these, 25 quasars avoided selection by being too faint in
the J band. However, most of the objects in the DR12Q sample
have J ≤ 20.5 mag, indicating that the cut in brightness is close
to the limiting depth in magnitude up to which the SDSS/BOSS
survey is complete. Furthermore, we found that 18 of 42 quasars
in the DR12Q sample miss the selection because of extended
spatial morphology in the photometric catalog, where most of
these appear to be Seyfert galaxies in the SDSS database.
The survey that was suppressed the most by our requirement
of optically unresolved morphology was the approach of X-ray
selection. Without the point source criteria of the photometric

2.0

1.5
150.8 150.6 150.4 150.2 150.0 149.8 149.6 149.4
RA [deg]

Fig. 6: Full SDSS-III/BOSS DR12Q sample (black circles)
within the C-COSMOS field together with the confirmed quasars
from our parent sample (red dots). About 60% of the DR12Q
sample have not been selected by our criteria in morphology
and/or brightness, where approximately 60% vs. 40% was due
to J > 20 mag and optical resolved morphology, respectively.
catalog applied to the X-ray selected sample, we obtained 224
X-ray detected AGNs all brighter than J = 20 magnitude within
the C-COSMOS field. That is, only ∼ 14% of the X-ray selected
sample is recovered using our morphology criteria, meaning that
they have unresolved optical/NIR counterparts. Moreover, the
MIR color-selected sample relying on WISE colors only detects
18 quasars in total, where only 10 (55%) of these have been con-
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6.2. Degree of contamination

Even though the X-ray selection technique detects most of the
bright AGNs (regardless of optical morphology), great caution
has to be applied when building large X-ray selected quasar samples. When considering all the optical/NIR point source counterparts (brighter than J = 20 mag) of the Chandra X-ray sample, we found an additional 31 sources that were either photometrically or spectroscopically classified as stars. That is, when
the brightest population of optically unresolved X-ray selected

100
Resolved
Unresolved

10
N(< z) / z

sidered in our study because of their unresolved morphology.
This agrees with the findings of Gabor et al. (2009); Griffith &
Stern (2010); Stern et al. (2012), who have examined the optical
morphologies of AGNs in the COSMOS field where ∼ 50% of
the brightest MIR color-selected population is extended or unresolved, respectively. The high density of the population of optically resolved X-ray selected AGNs is higher than has previously
been reported. Griffith & Stern (2010) found that 72% of the Xray selected sample is optically resolved, but only for the faintest
population based on XMM-Newton observations (well beyond
J = 20 mag). Some of the discrepancy for the brightest population could be explained by the more sensitive Chandra satellite,
but the fraction of resolved X-ray AGNs is still incomparably
higher than expected. Since we only considered the brightest and
spatially unresolved population of quasars, the sub-population
of reddened and extremely obscured quasars can be even higher
when examining the entire population of optically unresolved
and extended X-ray and/or MIR selected quasars, see, for example, Gavignaud et al. (2006); Fiore et al. (2008).
To show them in context to each other, we plotted the optically extended and point source X-ray detected quasars, respectively, as a function of redshift in Fig. 7. To be consistent, only
the brightest population (J ≤ 20 mag) of quasars, again within
the C-COSMOS field, is shown. Below redshifts z . 1, the fraction of AGNs with dominating light from the host galaxy causing observed extended optical morphology (at the resolution of
the CFHT+Subaru i band) is more dominant than the spatially
unresolved population. At higher redshifts we found that the optically unresolved population of bright quasars is representative
of the full underlying population with only a few optically extended quasars rejected for our parent sample. Most of these appear compact in the HST images, but still show signs of elliptical
or spiral-like morphology.
For the SDSS/BOSS photometrically selected quasars the invoked limit in brightness for our parent sample was close to the
completeness limit for this particular survey. For some of the
deepest COSMOS surveys the limit down to which these are
complete is several magnitudes deeper. For example, 172 of the
X-ray selected quasars (when only considering the optically unresolved population) have magnitudes fainter than J ≥ 20 mag,
whereas only 33 of the radio selected and 11 of the mid-infrared
selected quasars are fainter than this magnitude limit. By applying the cut at NIR wavelengths, the selection becomes less biased
against quasars reddened by dust than in optical magnitude limited studies. We highlight that none of the defined selection techniques detect all the quasars from our parent sample. The X-ray
selection technique found the most sources, where this particular approach of identifying quasars has been credited as being the
most reliable (Brandt & Hasinger 2005), with the only exception
being the quasar CQ095833.3+021720.4. A high absorption is
observed in this object, which could explain the non-detection.
The reason might also be that like Q100210.7+023026.2, this
quasar is located in a region of short exposure.
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2
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Fig. 7: Histogram of the redshift distribution of the brightest
(J < 20 mag) optically resolved and unresolved Chandra X-ray
detected quasars in the COSMOS field, respectively. At redshifts
below z . 1 the incompleteness of our parent sample due to morphology is most severe, while at z > 1 the unresolved population
of quasars is representative of the full population.

quasars is observed blindly, ∼ 50% will show stellar contamination. According to the photometric study of the X-ray selected
COSMOS sample by Salvato et al. (2009, 2011), these could
be discarded before selection either by having existing spectra classifying them as stars or by having seemingly stellar-like
colors in optical/NIR color-color space. In addition, two radioloud sources with an optically unresolved optical/NIR counterpart brighter than J = 20 mag were also initially present in our
sample, but were removed in the same way. We chose to eliminate all objects located in the stellar locus to obtain a conservative estimate of the population of reddened quasars. However,
since selection of quasars with apparent optical/NIR colors similar to that of stars is only possible at short (e.g., X-ray) or long
(e.g., radio) wavelengths, these would not be detected by any
standard optical/NIR color selection techniques, and rejection of
them has to be considered carefully.
When we applied the KX selection line in gJK s color-color
space, that is, when we separated objects with and without
K s -band excess, ten additional contaminating sources were obtained. The contaminants with existing spectra consist of one
L dwarf, one white dwarf, one A0 star, and one carbon star.
The remaining KX candidates were eliminated after being processed by the photo-z algorithm. The majority of these were classified as stars by the code, while only two were classified as
blue galaxies. The reduced χ2q from the best fit obtained with
the AGN templates in the photometric COSMOS catalog all
show relative poor fits as well. This was not the primary motivation for eliminating these sources, however, since the AGN
templates are in no way fully inclusive and therefore not reliable (Ilbert et al. 2013). The two objects CQ095938.6+203316.7
and CQ100008.9+021440.7 were discarded by this process. For
CQ095938.6+203316.7, we simply disregarded it before runArticle number, page 11 of 22
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7. Discussion and conclusions
We used the available multiwavelength data of various COSMOS surveys to define a complete parent sample of bright and
spatially unresolved quasars that are representative of the full
underlying population. Specifically, the sample was produced
by using six distinctive techniques to identify quasars ranging
from X-ray to radio wavelengths. From this parent sample of
quasars, we determined the fraction of high AV quasars (HAQs),
a sub-population of quasars shown to be underrepresented in
optical surveys (Fynbo et al. 2013; Krogager et al. 2015). We
found that the total population of quasars in our sample consists
of fHAQ = 21%+9
−5 HAQs. The general population of reddened
quasars with AV > 0.1 constitutes fAV >0.1 = 39%+9
−8 of the parent
sample. The calculated fractions agree well with other similar
studies reported in the literature. We chose the HAQ criteria to
define the optical/NIR photometrically selected sample as one
representation and quasars with AV > 0.1 as another. We found
a value slightly above estimates from optically selected samples,
see, for instance, the study by Richards et al. (2003). Here they
determined that only ∼6% of a subsample of quasars selected
from the SDSS is reddened following a SMC-like extinction
curve, but also that ∼ 15% of reddened quasars will be missing
in the SDSS. In our sample, the SDSS/BOSS photometric selection functions detect 23 quasars, out of which 5 have AV > 0.1,
meaning that about 22% of the quasars in SDSS are reddened,
while 40% are expected, which translates into an incompleteness
of 46%. For the photometric sample of SDSS/BOSS, the completeness fraction is then 5/(23 × 0.4) = 54%.
Selections of reddened quasars detected in radio with FIRST
and matched to the NIR survey 2MASS have been executed as
well, developed as another approach of alleviating the known
bias against dust-reddened quasars in optically selected samples.
Glikman et al. (2004) estimated the missing population of reddened quasars in optical surveys to be in the range ∼ 3 − 20%.
Subsequently, Glikman et al. (2007); Urrutia et al. (2009) estimated a higher fraction of >∼ 20% based on the spectroscopic
follow-up of their FIRST-2MASS-selected reddened quasars.
Glikman et al. (2012) found that reddened quasars make up
. 15% − 20% of the radio-emitting bright quasar population
Article number, page 12 of 22
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ning the candidates through the algorithm because of its extended morphology in the SDSS imaging. The other quasar,
CQ100008.9+021440.7, although selected by the general KX
color criteria, was classified as being a star by the photo-z code.
This object was spectroscopically confirmed as being a quasar,
but indeed with high absorption and very red (and star-like) optical colors, especially in u − g. We chose to follow it up spectroscopically since it was identified by many other selection techniques, see, for example, Table 1. Although higher contamination is observed without applying this algorithm to the KXselected objects, the code makes the specific output sample less
complete.
Even though the HAQ survey is in no way complete, the purity of the sample without further considerations of template fitting, for instance, is unparalleled by any of the other surveys. All
of the seven HAQ candidates selected from optical/NIR photometry alone were confirmed as being quasars. In the other samples,
for example, the X-ray detected, the KX-selected, and the radiodetected quasars, additional photometric χ2 fitting was executed
to effectively remove stellar contamination. Selecting quasars in
the COSMOS field also benefits from the previous extensive observations from numerous surveys, which had spectroscopically
classified the majority of the stellar contamination.
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Fig. 8: Same as Fig. 4, but with comparisons to the fractions
of reddened quasars found by Richards et al. (2003) and Glikman et al. (2012). Richards et al. (2003) considered sources with
E(B − V) > 0.04 ∼ AV > 0.1 as reddened, while Glikman et al.
(2012) used the definition of E(B−V) > 0.1 to identify reddened
quasars.
from their sample, defined as quasars with E(B − V) > 0.1. For
comparison, we found that 21%+9
−5 of the quasars from our parent sample had E(B − V) > 0.1, assuming the extinction curve
of the SMC (see, e.g., Fig 8 for a graphical comparison). This is
of course still dependent on how the parent population is defined
and how deep the limiting brightness is (since fainter samples
will allow for a selection of even more reddened, i.e., optically
faint quasars). Richards et al. (2006) estimated an upper limit
of < 30% for the fraction of reddened quasars that are missed in
optical samples such as the SDSS, based on the u−g and g−r colors of a MIR color-selected sample of quasars. They based this
on the conclusion that ∼ 70% of the MIR color-selected sample had blue optical colors consistent with what has previously
been reported in optical UVX surveys (having u − g < 0.6 and
g−r < 0.6, respectively). This contradicts our findings in Sect. 5,
however. In Fig. 5 we showed that only about half of the reddest
population of quasars, with AV > 0.1, have red optical colors of
g − r > 0.5 (and only three of these quasars have g − r > 0.6),
indicating that the 30% upper limit in the density of reddened
quasars is not reliable.
Based on our results, we conclude that the HAQ selection is reliable in detecting reddened quasars. Seven out of
the 13 reddened quasars are not selected, but these are all
except for one quasars with too little reddening to pass the
g − r color cut, see Fig. 9. One apparently reddened quasar,
CQ095938.6+023316.7, looks blue in the optical spectrum, but
the NIR photometry has substantial excess over that expected
from an unreddened quasar template. This could be explained
by a significant contribution of light from the host galaxy to the
NIR photometry. This is consistent with the morphology of the
object in the HST image, which has significant extended fuzz
around the point spread function of the quasar. The KX, X-ray,
and MIR selections are more complete, but not as tailored to select exclusively reddened quasars.
At redshifts below z . 1, spatially resolved quasars are dominant, meaning that our parent sample of quasars in this redshift
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Fig. 9: Optical/NIR color-color diagram of the 33 quasars from
the parent sample, color-coded as a function of their reddening,
AV (see the top legend). The HAQ g − r color cut is shown by
the dashed line. This conservative cut yields a reliable sample
of reddened quasars only, while more relaxed color criteria are
needed to obtain a more complete sample of reddened quasars,
see also Fig. 5 (middle and right panel).
range is not representative of the total population of AGNs. At
higher redshifts, however, we found that the population of spatially unresolved sources is representative of the full underlying population of quasars. The HAQ and in general the reddened sub-population of quasars thus make up a considerable
fraction of the brightest optically unresolved sources. Studies
of the nature and evolution of quasars (and in general SMBHs)
through cosmic time must include this in their considerations to
remove the otherwise distorted perspective originating from optical quasar surveys.
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Heintz et al. 2016: HAQs in COSMOS

Fig. 10: Here we present all of the images (at the top), spectra (black solid line), and the photometric data points (purple dots in
the u, g, r, i, z, Y, J, H, K s filters) for each of the confirmed quasars. Overplotted is the composite quasar template with and without
reddening (red and blue lines, respectively). The redshift and amount of reddening are shown in the upper left corner, while the
object name and technique used to select this particular object are listed in the upper right corner. Below each object we show the
SDSS/BOSS selection flags.
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Fig. 5: Continued
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Fig. 4: Continued
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Fig. 3: Continued
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ABSTRACT
Context. Selection of extragalactic point sources, e.g., quasi-stellar objects (QSOs), is often hampered by significant selection effects
causing existing samples to have rather complex selection functions.
Aims. We explore whether a purely astrometric selection of extragalactic point sources, e.g., QSOs, is feasible with the ongoing Gaia
mission. The idea has been discussed in the context of Gaia, but it is the first time quantified numbers have been given. This kind of
selection would also be interesting as it would be unbiased in terms of colors of the targets and hence would allow selection also with
colors in the stellar sequence.
Methods. We have analyzed a total of 18 representative regions of the sky using GUMS, the simulator prepared for ESAs Gaia
mission, both in the range of 12 ≤ G ≤ 20 mag and 12 ≤ G ≤ 18 mag. For each region we determine the density of apparently
stationary stellar sources, i.e., sources for which Gaia cannot measure a significant proper motion. The density is contrasted with the
density of extragalactic point sources, e.g., QSOs, to establish in which celestial directions a pure astrometric selection is feasible.
Results. When targeting regions at galactic latitude |b| ≥ 30o the ratio of QSOs to apparently stationary stars is above 50% and
when observing toward the poles, the fraction of QSOs goes up to about ∼80%. We show that the proper motions from the proposed
Gaia successor mission in about 20 years would dramatically improve these results at all latitudes. Detection of QSOs solely from
zero proper motion, unbiased by any assumptions on spectra, might lead to the discovery of new types of QSOs or new classes of
extragalactic point sources.
Key words. quasars: general – astrometry – proper motions

1. Introduction
Since their discovery in the early 1960s (Schmidt 1963) numerous surveys for quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) have been carried
out and the number of known QSOs now count hundreds of thousands. To have a complete understanding of supermassive black
hole formation and evolution, it is desirable to select QSO samples in several different ways to be less constrained by selection
effects.
The incompleteness of QSO samples based on selection by
optical photometry has been studied intensively for many years
(see, e.g., Richards et al. 2004, for a color selection of QSOs
from the SDSS survey), and it is now well established that
these samples miss a substantial number of, in particular, dustreddened QSOs (see, e.g., Krawczyk et al. 2015, for a recent
study).
To examine the feasibility of this approach, we first need to
determine the contamination by the stars in our galaxy. To accomplish this we analyze how many stars will be selected by the
zero proper motion criterion and toward which galactic coordinates the problem of stellar contamination will be most severe.
To describe this, we have structured the paper as follows. We
start with a brief description of the Gaia mission and show the
expected errors on proper motion from this mission and the usefulness of the soon to be obtained highly accurate astrometric
measurements in Sect. 2. To get a hint about these future data,
we have used extracts from a catalog of 1.6 billion stars generated for the Gaia mission, the so-called Gaia Universe Model

Snapshot (GUMS), which is also briefly described in Sect. 2. In
Sect. 3 and 4 we discuss the results of this analysis and thereby
conclude on the feasibility of this new approach.
In the analysis we not only consider what we can accomplish
with the Gaia mission alone, but also with proper motions having ten times smaller errors that from Gaia. This accuracy can
be obtained by a combination of positions from Gaia and from
another all-sky astrometric space mission in 20 years with similar errors on positions as Gaia; in fact, this would be the only
feasible way to obtain this kind of accuracy. In the following, we
refer to such a second mission as a “Gaia successor”.

2. Simulated Gaia data
The Gaia mission, launched by ESA in December 2013, is a very
powerful astrometric mission that is scheduled to make a threedimensional map of our galaxy, and provide an unprecedented
measurement of positions, proper motions, and parallaxes to
more than one billion stellar systems to a limit in the G-band
of 20 mag during its five-six years mission lifetime (de Bruijne
2012).
2.1. GUMS

Gaia is expected to transmit close to 150 terabytes of raw data,
therefore, preparation for acquiring this amount of data is essential (Luri et al. 2014). Hence, the Gaia Data Processing and
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z = 10(0.4·(G−15)) , for G > 12 mag
1/2

σπ [µas] = 9.3 + 658.1 · z + 4.568 · z2

× [0.986 + (1 − 0.986) · (V − IC )] ,
µ
σµ [µas yr−1 ] = 0.526 · σπ , S /N =
,
σµ

(1)

where G is the G-band magnitude, σπ denotes the error on the
parallax measurement, σµ is the error on the proper motion,
and for an unreddened G2V star, we can set (V − IC ) = 0.75
(de Bruijne 2012). For G = 20 mag, this yields a lower limit
in σµ of about 0.3 mas/yr, and for G = 18 mag, it is close
to 0.1 mas/yr.

3. Results
It is now possible to determine the expected contamination from
stars with proper motions below the detection limit of Gaia.
In Fig. 1 we plotted the expected number of G ≤ 20 stars per
square degree with proper motion less than µ as a function of µ in
seven directions, of a total of 18 directions, as listed in Tables 1
to 4 of Sect. 3. For the plots of varying galactic latitude, b, we
extracted a larger area of the sky of 3 × 3 or 5 × 5 deg2 , and afterward divided the total number of stars by 9 or 25, respectively,
to normalize the y-axis since the 1 × 1 deg2 area away from the
galactic plane has a low density of stars.
To be conservative, we consider stars with proper motions
measured with S /N ≤ 5 as possible contaminants. We also calculate the number of sources with S /N ≤ 0.5, which is the equivalent of S /N ≤ 5 for a data set based on Gaia plus a successor
mission similar to Gaia operating about 20 years from now.
1

http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR-3
Functionslistedat:http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/
gaia/science-performance
2
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Fig. 1. Number of stars with a magnitude range in the G-band of 12 ≤
G ≤ 20 per square degree versus the cumulative distribution of each
of their proper motion as seen on the sky, listed in seven directions as
given by the galactic coordinates (l, b). The values (l, b) are listed at the
right in the same sequence as the curves are seen. The red dashed line
at µ = 0.3 mas/yr represents the estimated error of the proper motions
from Gaia at G = 20 mag. The red dotted line at µ = 0.03 mas/yr
represents the estimated error of the proper motions derived from the
positions obtained from Gaia and the proposed Gaia successor mission,
also at G = 20 mag.
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We assumed the standard errors for a five year mission as expected before the launch of Gaia. These errors and the signalto-noise ratio, S/N, are calculated as a function of the apparent magnitude G, which is approximately equal to the visual
magnitude V. The following formulae are taken from de Bruijne
(2012)2 :

104

Surface density of QSOs brighter than g (#/square degree)

2.2. Expected Gaia errors

105

Stars [#/deg2, < ]

Analysis Consortium (DPAC) has produced a set of simulators,
including the Gaia Object Generator (GOG), which provides
simulations of number counts and lists of observable objects and
is designed to simulate catalog data (see, e.g., Robin et al. 2012).
A basic component of the Gaia simulator is its Universe
Model (UM) from Robin et al. (2003, 2004). This model is capable of simulating almost every object down to Gaia’s limiting
magnitude of G = 20 mag, both for galactic and extra-galactic
objects (Luri et al. 2014). The Gaia simulator combined with
the Universe model is then supposed to show a snapshot of the
potentially observable objects by Gaia, thereby called the Gaia
Universe Model Snapshot (GUMS). See especially Sect. 3 in
Robin et al. (2012) for a full description of the stellar content.
We have used the extracts from this catalog of 1.6 billion
stars, which have been generated by GUMS and can be obtained
via the vizier website1 . This has enabled us to derive precise
numbers for the expected stellar contamination and the probability of separating QSOs and other extragalactic point sources
from galactic sources.
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Fig. 2. Surface densities of QSOs at given magnitudes in the g-band
from the BOSS catalog. The insert shows the celestial region we used to
generate the plot, i.e., a region well away from the Galactic disk where
the distribution is uniform. The two dotted lines show the QSO surface
density for one square degree, which is found to be 19 and 0.76 when
observing at a limited range of g = 20 and g = 18 mag, respectively.
In the present context, we consider the bands g and G to be equivalent,
although the effective wavelengths differ by about 100 nm. They vary
greatly with spectral type, however, because both bands are very wide.

This kind of Gaia successor mission was proposed in
May 2013 by Høg (2014a) as being crucial for the astrometric
foundation of astrophysics and the proposal was further refined
in Høg (2014b).
We show the results found when analyzing how many of the
total number of stars in each direction in one square degree have
S /N ≤ 5 and S /N ≤ 0.5, both for G ≤ 20 mag and G ≤ 18 mag.
This is shown graphically in Fig. 3, whereas the listed values are
shown in Tables 1–4. The points for G = 20 mag, shown with
black points in Figs. 3, show that the number of contaminating
stars is reduced by a factor 100 with the proposed Gaia successor mission, precisely what was expected with 10 times smaller
errors of proper motions in the two celestial coordinates.
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Table 1. Results of data when only varying l, in the galactic plane for G ≤ 20 mag.
Longitude [deg]
Ntot
Nµ,0.3
NSN,5
NSN,0.5
NQSO /(NSN,5 + NQSO )
NQSO /(NSN,0.5 + NQSO )

180
68 375
2254
604
9
0.030
0.679

135
86 061
12631
3991
54
0.005
0.260

90
210 314
1007
258
2
0.069
0.905

45
200 141
991
238
6
0.074
0.760

0
178 152
6917
1616
12
0.012
0.613

315
196 128
358
101
2
0.158
0.905

270
26 844
61
10
0
0.655
1

225
95 276
9712
3072
36
0.006
0.345

Table 2. Results of data when only varying b, observing away from the galactic plane for G ≤ 20 mag, beginning at anticenter.
Latitude [deg]
Ntot
Nµ,0.3
NSN,5
NSN,0.5
NQSO /(NSN,5 + NQSO )
NQSO /(NSN,0.5 + NQSO )

(180, 0)
68 375
2254
604
9
0.030
0.679

+30
6323
48.7
18.76
0.16
0.503
0.992

+60
2851
13.1
4.80
0.08
0.798
0.996

+90
2720
12.0
4.96
0
0.793
1

+60
4889
38.9
15.44
0.44
0.552
0.977

+30
18 145
345.3
159
1.44
0.107
0.930

(0, 0)
178 152
6917
1616
12
0.012
0.613

–30
25 244
544
257
2
0.069
0.905

0
107 542
426
356
3
0.002
0.202

315
113 205
27
20
0
0.037
1

–60
5174
32.11
12.89
0.22
0.596
0.989

–90
2852
11.52
4.88
0.08
0.796
0.996

–60
2953
12.11
5.33
0.11
0.781
0.994

–30
5511
36
10.33
0
0.648
1

Table 3. Results of data when only varying l, in the galactic plane for G ≤ 18 mag.
Longitude [deg]
Ntot
Nµ,0.1
NSN,5
NSN,0.5
NQSO /(NSN,5 + NQSO )
NQSO /(NSN,0.5 + NQSO )

180
40 156
125
91
0
0.008
1

135
48 071
771
608
9
0.001
0.078

90
110 018
77
61
0
0.012
1

45
115 174
65
53
0
0.014
1

270
16 761
4
1
0
0.432
1

225
53 235
598
481
11
0.002
0.065

Table 4. Results of data when only varying b, observing away from the galactic plane for G ≤ 18 mag, beginning at anticenter.
Latitude [deg]
Ntot
Nµ,0.1
NSN,5
NSN,0.5
NQSO /(NSN,5 + NQSO )
NQSO /(NSN,0.5 + NQSO )

(180, 0)
40 156
125
91
0
0.008
1

+30
3761
2.76
2.56
0
0.229
1

+60
1673
0.44
0.24
0
0.760
1

+90
1542
0.52
0.48
0
0.613
1

+60
2564
1.22
1.22
0.33
0.384
0.697

The surface density of known QSOs at each limiting magnitude from the BOSS catalog (see, e.g., Pâris et al. 2012, for
the full catalog description) is plotted in Fig. 2. We plotted as a
function of g-band magnitude as we do not have G-band magnitudes for the BOSS QSOs. The density of BOSS QSOs is shown
as the two dotted lines (assuming g ≈ G) in Fig. 3 to indicate the
relative frequency of known QSOs and galactic stars for each
pointing direction.
It can be concluded from Fig. 3 that when observing with
Gaia at G ≤ 20 mag, the probability that a point source with
proper motion detected at less than 5σ is a QSO drops rapidly
when observing below |b| = 30o . We have the highest probability
to select a QSO with Gaia at S /N ≤ 5 for G ≤ 20 at (l, b) =
(180, 60) where, according to Table 2:
NQSO
= 0.798 = 79.8%.
(NQSO + NSN,5 )

(2)

The probability is just above 50% at |b| = 30o , which means
that this way of selecting extragalactic point sources clearly is
feasible. Also shown in Fig. 3 is that with a Gaia successor mission 20 years after the current Gaia mission the contamination
from apparently stationary stars essentially would be eliminated.

+30
7938
10.33
8.33
0
0.084
1

(0,0)
107 542
426
356
3
0.002
0.202

–30
10 828
12
4
0
0.160
1

–60
2731
1
0.67
0
0.531
1

–90
1629
0.20
0.44
0
0.633
1

–60
1744
0.33
0.33
0
0.697
1

–30
3360
1.78
1.11
0
0.406
1

When restricting the analysis to a brighter limiting magnitude of G ≤ 18 instead, the contamination from apparently stationary stars is slightly higher. The first line of Tables 1 to 4
denotes the total number of stars per square degree in the listed
direction. The next three lines show the number of stars with
values lower than µ ≤ 0.3 mas/yr, S /N ≤ 5 and S /N ≤ 0.5,
respectively. The final two lines shows the QSO fraction, when
observing point sources in the limit of S /N = 5 and S /N = 0.5,
respectively. The numbers in last line of Table 1 demonstrate
that QSOs can be extracted with high probability at the longitudes 90, 270, and 315 degrees, even in the galactic plane, but
these numbers do not take interstellar absorption into account.

4. Discussion and conclusions
We used the object simulator prepared for the Gaia mission,
GUMS, to determine the expected contamination from galactic
stars in a search for extragalactic point sources based on astrometric measurements from Gaia.
By analyzing GUMS, we determine the frequency of selecting a QSO based on the density inferred from BOSS against
the background of apparently stationary stars. This provides a
A91, page 3 of 4
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Fig. 3. Top panel: results of the analyzed stellar proper motions, when
observing at b = 0 and varying galactic longitudes, with a S /N ≤ 5
for Gaia (marked with crosses) and a S /N ≤ 0.5 for a combination of
Gaia and a proposed Gaia successor mission (marked with diamonds),
both for G ≤ 20 mag and G ≤ 18 mag (shown with black and red
lines, respectively). Bottom panel: results of the analyzed stellar proper
motions, when observing at b = 0 and varying galactic latitudes, with
a S /N ≤ 5 for Gaia and a S /N ≤ 0.5 for a combination of Gaia and
a proposed Gaia successor mission, both for G ≤ 20 mag and G ≤
18 mag (with same use of crosses, diamonds, black, and red lines as
in the top panel). Black and red dashed lines represent the number of
QSOs at G = 20 and G = 18 mag, respectively, from the BOSS catalog
for comparison.

conservative estimate of the relative number of QSOs and apparent stationary stars, as the BOSS survey does not contain all
QSOs down to the flux limit of the survey (examples of missed
QSOs can be found in Fynbo et al. 2013, Krogager et al. 2015).
At |b| > 30o the ratio of QSOs relative to stars is above 50%
when observing down to G ≤ 20 mag. When decreasing the
magnitude range to G ≤ 18 mag a lower number of stellar contamination is obtained but the relative QSO surface density in
that magnitude range decreases as well, yielding a sightly higher
level of stellar contamination. When observing below |b| = 30o ,
close to the galactic plane, the contamination increases rapidly.
With a Gaia successor mission, i.e., a mission similar to
Gaia launched in about 20 years from now, the standard error on the measurement of the proper motions would decrease by
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about a factor of ten, resulting in 100 times improvement in
the ability to select extragalactic point sources against the background of apparently stationary stars.
Since the method we analyze here is unbiased in terms of
color, this method has the potential to discover new, exotic types
of QSOs and even in principle new classes of extragalactic
point sources. Also, this method would allow the construction
of an unbiased QSO sample limited only in its flux limit. This
would be very valuable for adressing several issues, e.g., the
true metallicity distribution of foreground damped Lyman-α absorber galaxies (e.g., Fall & Pei 1993) or the redshift distribution
of broad absorption line QSOs (Saturni et al. 2015).
We also note that the astrometric information from Gaia
will be very useful to remove contaminating stellar sources from
other more targeted searches for red QSOs. Often such contaminating sources are M-dwarfs, which due to their small distances
should have significant proper motions.
We assumed that QSOs are point sources, but we are aware
that this is not always the case. Variability of a QSO with changing centres could introduce observed proper motions. We are
aware that proper motions of quasars may be significant. In the
catalog by Titov et al. (2011) with 555 radio sources, the motions are typically 0.1 mas/yr and some even 1 mas/yr, but the
40 most frequently observed sources shown in Fig. 2 of the paper all have much smaller motions of less than 0.025 mas/yr.
One can argue that optical QSOs should be more stable than radio sources, more compact, etc., but we do not know for sure
until Gaia data become available.
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